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Abstract
Since 2010 the ATLAS detector at the LHC (CERN) has been taking collision data.
Supersymmetry is a theoretical framework which serves as an extension of the Standard
Model and can theoretically solve its problems. This thesis deals especially with a selec-
tion which looks for a supersymmetric signal in events having jets with high transverse
momentum and high missing transverse energy. To obtain a signal with events orthogo-
nal to related searches, leptons are vetoed.
The ATLAS data taking system is designed for an event rate of 200Hz or 400Hz on
average. This is achieved by selecting only interesting events by means of the ATLAS
trigger. A promising idea to optimize the data taking rate evaluated in this thesis is a
cut on the pseudorapidity of the leading jet at trigger level. The comparison between
Monte Carlo simulated supersymmetric signal events and the real data reveals that the
jets with the highest transverse momentum in supersymmetric events are more central
than the ones in Standard Model events. But it becomes apparent that the efficiency for
triggering on supersymmetric events is strongly reduced.
An important variable used in Supersymmetry searches is missing transverse energy.
Studying trigger turn-on curves as function of this variable, an unexpected slow rise
was observed. This thesis investigates different definitions of missing transverse energy
variables and finally traces the unexpected slow rise to a faulty implementation of the
calculation of a specific missing transverse energy variable.





Zusammenfassung
Der ATLAS Detektor am LHC (CERN) nimmt seit 2010 Kollisions-Daten. Supersym-
metrie ist ein theoretisches Konzept, das als Erweiterung des Standard Modells dient
und theoretisch dessen Probleme lösen kann. In dieser Arbeit steht die Auswahl von
Ereignissen mit Jets mit hohem Transversalimpuls und mit viel fehlender Energie im
Vordergrund, mit denen man nach supersymmetrischen Signal sucht.
Die Daten-Rate am ATLAS darf nicht mehr als 200Hz oder 400Hz betragen. Dies wird
erreicht indem nur interessante Ereignisse mit Hilfe des ATLAS Triggersystems aus-
gewählt werden. Es erscheint viel versprechend, die Daten-Rate mit einem Schnitt auf
die Pseudorapidität der führenden Jets eines Ereignisses zu optimieren. Der Vergleich
mit Monte Carlo simulierten supersymmetrischen Signal-Ereignissen und echten Daten
zeigt, dass die Jets mit dem höchten Transversalimpuls in supersymmetrischen Ereignis-
sen zentraler sind als in Standard Modell-Ereignissen. Es stellt sich jedoch heraus, dass
die Effizienz beim Triggerns auf supersymmetrische Ereignisse stark vermindert wird.
Fehlende Transversalenergie ist eine wichtige Variable bei der Suche nach Supersymme-
trie. Bei der Betrachtung von Turn-on-Kurven für Trigger-Signaturen fällt ein unerwartet
langsamer Anstieg auf. Diese Arbeit untersucht verschiedene Definitionen der fehlenden
Transversalenergie. Der unerwartet langsame Anstieg wird schließlich auf die falsche Um-
setzung der Berechnung einer speziellen fehlenden Transversalenergie-Variablen zurück-
geführt.





Sheldon Cooper: Ah, gravity - thou art a heartless bitch.

(from The Big Bang Theory, C. Lorre / B. Prady)
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1. Introduction

In the past century the Standard Model of elementary particles with three generations of
fermions was developed and - as the name implies - serves as the established framework to
explain the subatomic particles and their interactions. All Standard Model constituents
have been observed in experiments so far except for one piece of the puzzle: The Higgs
boson is assumed to be massive but has not been observed yet.

In the current experiments at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN1, the mass range
of the Higgs boson is narrowed down. It is possible that it will be excluded in all mass
ranges with 95% confidence level by the time the data taking is finished. Although it is
the simplest way to make the Standard Model work, unaesthetic theoretical assumptions
have been made for this purpose and the Higgs mechanism still leads to many undeter-
mined parameters [1].
If the Higgs boson generating the simplest conceivable Higgs mechanism is going to be
excluded, there are new models which make it more difficult to observe the Higgs boson.
One will have to take into account the possibility that the Higgs boson can decay into
undetectable final states like dark matter or the possibility of two Higgs bosons in the
Standard Model Higgs sector [2].

Symmetries and their conservation are some of the most important principles in physics.
The functionality of the Standard Model is based on sticking to these laws. All pro-
cesses on the elementary particle level feature symmetries concerning the conservation
of the quantities momentum, energy, angular momentum and charge. The interactions
mediated by the strong force therefore conserve e.g. the total hypercharge and the total
isospin in every closed system.
In the following an example for symmetry in particle physics will be given. Looking at
the quantum numbers of the elementary particles, the hadrons can be arranged by the
values of their hypercharge and their third isospin component. There is an obvious sym-

1CERN (French): Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire
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metry between particles and antiparticles. A baryon octet (total spin 1
2 for each baryon),

a baryon decuplet (total spin 3
2) and a meson octet with the eight lightest mesons can

be formed. These hadrons are built by the smallest known constituents of matter - by
two (mesons) or three (baryons) quarks. The hexagonal octets display symmetry in a
high degree: the particles and antiparticles are seated at opposite places, displaying the
opposite charge and forming isospin doublets (see figure 1.1) [3].

  

Figure 1.1.: The meson octet [4]

One might say that it is the aim to find a fundamental symmetry in elementary particle
physics. A theory based on this attempt is Supersymmetry. It states an extension to
the Standard Model. In this framework the relation between fermions and bosons again
entails symmetry - each Standard Model fermion gets a supersymmetric bosonic partner
and to each Standard Model boson a supersymmetric fermion is assigned. The super-
partners have different masses and therefore Supersymmetry is believed to be a broken
symmetry. Coming back to the Higgs mechanism, in Supersymmetry the Higgs sector
consists of five Higgs bosons plus their superpartners (the Higgsinos). The constraints on
the properties of the Higgs bosons are changed which leads to new searched-for signals.
Supersymmetry would also solve some problems the Standard Model has to deal with.
For example does it propose new candidates for the dark matter.

This thesis concentrates on the evaluation of triggers for supersymmetric events to make
it more likely that those can be found in the data taken by ATLAS. ATLAS is one of
the experiments connected to the Large Hadron Collider. After an initial proton-proton
collision, the constituents of the protons (quarks) are not directly visible as they imme-
diately start forming new hadrons. The whole centre-of-mass energy is used to compose
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new particles. It can only be kept track of the final states to get information about which
particle states were formed inside the ATLAS detector in the meantime. The structure
of subatomic particles is only visible in dynamic processes and interactions [3].

A survey of the constituents and functionality of the Standard Model will be given
in the beginning of this work. The introduction of the framework of Supersymmetry is
motivated by unresolved aspects of the Standard Model. The ATLAS detector is pre-
sented in chapter 3.2 and it will be explained how the read-out information is used to
reconstruct physical particles.

The data rate recorded by ATLAS must not increase as the luminosity goes up. Therefore
a possibility of reducing the data rate will be evaluated by cutting on the characteristics
of the reconstructed final state particles. A high efficiency for the observation of super-
symmetric signal must still be sustained.

There can be missing energy in an event as not all particles can be detected in AT-
LAS. Looking at the rate of events which pass the trigger requirements, a discrepancy
between two different reconstruction algorithms for the missing transverse energy is
observed. The origin of this deviation will be investigated in chapter 8.4.
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2. Theoretical Background

2.1. The Standard Model
The Standard Model of elementary particle physics describes the behaviour of the small-
est known constituents of the universe and the forces which act on them. It was developed
in the 20th century and most of its hypotheses were proven by the experimental discovery
of particles and the measurement of their interactions.

2.1.1. Theoretical Principles

Action S as an attribute of the dynamics of a physical system can be expressed as the
integral over time of the Lagrange function L. The Lagrange function itself is the spatial
integral of the Lagrangian density L (briefly: the Lagrangian). All equations of motion
can be derived from it and the evolution of a field φ can be determined [5].

S =
∫
L dt =

∫
L (φ, ∂µφ) d4x (2.1)

The Lagrangian wave functions summarize the dynamics of a system. They remain in-
variant under a continuous group of local transformations where a local phase difference
is created. This is called gauge invariance.

The impact of the electromagnetic force is described by Quantum Electrodynamics
(QED). The force is mediated by the exchange of massless (virtual) photons between
electrically charged particles [5].

The electromagnetic and the weak forces may be treated independently for energy values
below a special unification energy. For higher energies both merge into the electroweak
force. The weak force can not be described as a gauge theory of its own and therefore it
is reasonable to unify both the electromagnetic and the weak forces to the electroweak
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2.1 The Standard Model

force. Otherwise this leads to inconsistencies concerning the generators of the groups
allocated to the electromagnetic and the weak force [6]. This unification represents the
coupling of fermions via W-bosons, Z-bosons or photons. Bosons are particles with in-
teger spin, fermions have half-integer spin quantum numbers.

The Lagrangian which describes the electroweak interaction is

Lelectroweak =
∑
k

ψ̄kiγ
µDµψk −

1
4BµνB

µν − 1
4
~Wµν

~W µν (2.2)

with fields which are allocated to particles. For example, ψ refers to a fermion and ψ̄ to
an anti-fermion. Dµ denotes the covariant derivative

Dµ := ∂µ + iqAµ. (2.3)

Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ (2.4)

and
W µν = ∂µ ~W ν − ∂ν ~W µ − g ~W µ × ~W ν (2.5)

are the field strength tensors from which the fields for the bosons W+,W−, Z0 and γ

are attained.
Weak interactions involve only left-handed fermions and right-handed anti-fermions.
The helicity expresses the orientation of the momentum vector and the spin vector of a
particle [6]. This model of the electroweak unification was formulated by A. Salam, S.
Glashow and S. Weinberg.

In consequence of the Pauli principle, a fermion has an anti-symmetric wave function
in total. A fermionic particle state which is made up from three quarks of the same
flavour and charge features symmetric space, spin and flavour functions; it is thus also
symmetric in total. The baryon |∆++ >= |uuu > serves as an example [4]. To solve
this problem, colour was introduced ad hoc as a quantum number of quarks by Han,
Nambu, Greenberg and Gell-Mann. The colours red, anti-red, green, anti-green, blue and
anti-blue (r, r̄, g, ḡ, b, b̄) as attributes of quarks in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD)
are properties in the fashion of electromagnetic charge. Thus the massless gluons also
carry colour, namely a combination of colour and anti-colour. An octet of eight possible
gluons is available which mediate the strong force between quarks. The corresponding
Lagrangian is
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2.1 The Standard Model

LQCD = ψ̄(iγµDµ −m)ψ − 1
4
~Gµν

~Gµν . (2.6)

The QCD field strength tensor

~Gµν = ∂µ ~Gν − ∂ν ~Gµ − gs ~Gµ × ~Gν (2.7)

is composed by the gluon fields ~Gµ and the SU(3) vector product. From this Lagrangian
can be concluded that gluons interact with each other, too, as there are only gluons
involved in the third term of equation (2.7) [6].

2.1.2. Higgs Mechanism

The Standard Model is a renormalizable quantum field theory. Divergent amplitudes
for interaction processes are absorbed by the redefinition of bare properties of particles
which do not have a physical equivalent [4].
The Higgs Mechanism was introduced to give a reason for the masses of the mediating
W+, W− and Z0 bosons. Their masses can only be explained by the spontaneous sym-
metry breaking of the additional Higgs field. Otherwise the gauge invariance would be
destructed and renormalizability can no longer be assumed.
The ground state of the complex scalar Higgs field does not possess the symmetry of the
basic equation and corresponds to a non-zero constant. The consequence of choosing a
single specific phase is the breaking of the global symmetry; massless scalar Goldstone
bosons are introduced. They can be absorbed into the fields by proper transformations.
Therefore, terms in the Lagrangian depend both on the Higgs field and the fields of the
bosons:

LHiggs = 1
2(Dµφ)†(Dµφ)− V (φ)− g̃f (R̄φ†L+ L̄φR). (2.8)

Dµ = ∂µ + 1
2ig′Y Bµ(x) + 1

2ig~τ
~Wµ(x) (2.9)

is the covariant derivative.
The wine bottle potential

V (φ) = −µ2 |φ|2 + λ2 |φ|4 (2.10)

together with the first term of equation (2.8) describes both the mass acquirement of
the bosons via the coupling to the Higgs boson and the self-coupling of the Higgs bosons
[6]. The last term in equation (2.8) theoretically states the masses of fermions as the
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2.1 The Standard Model

Higgs boson is supposed to interact with those via the Yukawa coupling.
It is the Higgs mechanism which causes the electroweak symmetry breaking and makes
theW± and Z0 bosons massive. Hence the observation of these massive bosons is theoret-
ically explained. According to the theory of the Higgs mechanism the Higgs boson itself
is also assumed to have a mass. The whole mechanism still needs to be experimentally
verified.

2.1.3. Forces

The Standard Model is put together in the sum of the three Lagrangians introduced.
The three fundamental forces have different ranges depending on the strengths of the
couplings between mediators and interacting particles. The strength of the electromag-

Figure 2.1.: Summary of measurements of the strong coupling constant αs [8]

netic interaction between particles which carry an electromagnetic charge is determined
by the dimensionless fine-structure constant1 α= e2

4π~c ≈
1

137 . The weak force has a much
smaller field strength which leads to a coupling only of O(10−13). An interesting fea-
ture comes up considering the strong coupling constant: αs(q2) strongly depends on the
momentum transfer q in the interaction process. For very large q2 and small distances
between quarks this leads to the so-called asymptotic freedom, the quarks behaving as if
they were free. On the other hand the coupling becomes very strong for small momentum
transfer (see figure 2.1) [4].

1In the following, ~ =c=1.
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2.1 The Standard Model

Of course there is also the gravitational force which is much weaker compared to the
others. It is not included in the Standard Model unification of the forces. Efforts have
been made to include all four kinds of interactions in a Grand Unifying Theory (GUT)
as it is assumed that they were unified in the early stages of the universe when the
temperatures were very high [4].

2.1.4. Particle Zoo

The particles of the Standard Model are classified by their spin quantum number which
is the projection of the intrinsic orbital angular momentum vector. Besides they are
grouped according to their role in the interactions of particles.
The bosons are the mediating particles. The fermions are divided into three genera-

Leptons Quarks
Flavour Mass Charge Flavour Mass Charge
e− 0.511 MeV -e up 1.5 - 3.3 MeV +2

3e

νe 0 0 down 3.5 - 6.0 MeV −1
3e

µ− 105.658 MeV -e charm 1.27+0.07
−0.11GeV +2

3e

νµ 0 0 strange 104+26
−34 MeV −1

3e

τ− 1776.84± 0.17 MeV -e top 171.2± 2.1± 1.3 GeV +2
3e

ντ 0 0 bottom 4.20+0.17
−0.07 GeV −1

3e

Table 2.1.: The three generations of fermions and their attributes [7]

tions for the leptons and the quarks. For masses and charges of the elementary particles
see table 2.1 and 2.2. e is the elementary charge equal to the charge of an electron,
e=1.602×10−19 C [7]. The elementary particles carry electromagnetic charge except for
the neutrinos, photons, gluons and Z0-bosons.

mediator charge mass force
photon 0 0 electromagnetic (electroweak)
gluon 0 0 strong
W± ± e 80.398± 0.025GeV charged weak (electroweak)
Z0 0 91.188± 0.002GeV neutral weak (electroweak)

Table 2.2.: Attributes of the bosons [7]
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2.2 Limitations of the Standard Model

The strongly interacting particles, namely the quarks and gluons, carry colour charge in
addition. For every particle introduced there exists a partner with the same mass but
opposite charge. For example the antiparticle of the electron e− is the positron e+, for
the top-quark t it is the anti-top quark t̄ etc.
The interactions between elementary particles in annihilation or scattering processes

are illustrated by Feynman diagrams. The orientation of the arrow of a particle graph
to the time arrow distinguishes between particles and antiparticles, see figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2.: Two incoming electrons are repulsed because of like charges: ’Møller scat-
tering’ (time bottom-up) [4].

The quarks are never observed as single isolated particles as they face colour con-
finement. Only colour-neutral hadrons, formed by quarks, can exist. Possible states are
mesons (colour, anti-colour) and baryons (rgb). Protons (|p >= |uud >) and neutrons
(|n >= |udd >) are each made out of three quarks and therefore constitute baryons.
Colour confinement explains the effect of hadronization: when the distance between two
quarks forming a meson increases, the energy between them rises until it is energetically
more favourable to form two mesons [10].

2.2. Limitations of the Standard Model
The Standard Model is constructed as a consistent theory to describe the interactions
between elementary particles. Although it is validated for many measurable effects there
remain open questions. Most of all, it is expected to experimentally observe the Higgs
boson at the LHC experiments as the energy scale achieved by the LHC opens up a
promising range to search for the Higgs boson.
As already mentioned can the gravitational force not be included in the Standard Model.
Another issue which can not be assembled in the Standard Model is the dark matter
and the dark energy which make up most of the universe.
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2.2 Limitations of the Standard Model

The values of the variables in the Standard Models like the masses of the fermions or
the Higgs potential can be calculated with a finite number of at least 18 free parameters.
The parameters themselves again have to be measured and there are attempts to make
them theoretically predictable.
As indicated in figure 2.3, all three forces should be unified for very high energies. Both
the electromagnetic and the weak coupling constants turn out to be running with q2, too,
but depend less strongly on it. When reaching the Planck scale MP at about 1019 GeV,
the gravitational interactions become comparable in magnitude despite their small cou-
pling strength. The fact that there are so many scales between the masses of the W+

and W− bosons equal to 82GeV and the Planck scale2 is called gauge hierarchy [6].

Figure 2.3.: Evolution of weak, electromagnetic and strong coupling constants with q2

[4]

When looking at energy scales, a problem with the mass mH of the Higgs boson oc-
curs. The Higgs mass can acquire very high values due to corrections which may cancel
accidentally via so-called fine-tuning. It is natural to choose the value of the cutoff in
the same order of magnitude like the Planck scale. But then the quantum corrections
to m2

H are 30 orders of magnitude larger than the expected value of the Higgs mass of
roughly O(100GeV). Again a new theory is needed in which the Higgs mass is calculable.
I should not claim heavy fine-tuning to modify the Higgs mass in order to balance closed
loops with virtual particles in Feynman diagrams [11].

2Or in other words the weak and electromagnetic force merging at 102 − 103 GeV «MP
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2.3 Supersymmetry

2.3. Supersymmetry

2.3.1. Motivation

The above quantum corrections cancel each other systematically if a symmetry between
fermions and bosons is assumed. This provides a solution to the hierarchy problem
and the loop contributions to m2

H vanish. As pointed out in figures 2.4 and 2.5, the
contribution of each fermion is cancelled by its bosonic superpartner.

Figure 2.4.: Closed loop with virtual fermions contributing to m2
H [16]

Figure 2.5.: Contribution to m2
H cancelled by sfermions [16]

Such symmetry can be attained by a transformation like

Q̂|fermion>= |boson> (2.11)

Q̂|boson>= |fermion> . (2.12)

The operator Q̂ maps a fermionic state onto a bosonic state and vice versa. As the
fermionic operators Q̂ and Q̂† carry spin 1

2 , they generate a space-time symmetry in
a non-trivial way. This contradicts the Coleman-Mandula theorem [6] which states
that there can only be a trivial combination of space-time and internal symmetries
[12]. Because the fermions transform differently concerning their chirality, the Haag-
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2.3 Supersymmetry

Lopuszanski-Sohinus extension of [12] claims for Q̂ and Q̂† to fulfil

{Q̂, Q̂†} = P µ, (2.13)

{Q̂, Q̂} = {Q̂†, Q̂†} = 0 (2.14)

and
[P µ, Q̂] = [P µ, Q̂†] = 0, (2.15)

where P µ is the four-momentum generator of spacetime translations. From equations
(2.13) to (2.15) can be concluded that particles transformed by Q̂ have equal masses and
quantum numbers, e.g. electromagnetic charge, but different spin. Transformed particles
are called superpartners and this framework is named Supersymmetry (SUSY).

2.3.2. The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model

Supersymmetry constitutes an extension to the Standard Model. Particles represent-
ing SUSY are clustered in supermultiplets where each supermultiplet contains as much
fermions as bosons. Thus the spin quantum number of every superparticle (‘sparticle‘)

Supermultiplets Boson Fermionic SU(3) SU(2) U(1)(weak
fields partners (colour (weak hyper

charge) isospin) charge)
gluon/gluino g g̃ 8 0 0
gauge/gaugino W±,W 0 W̃±, W̃ 0 1 3 0

B B̃ 1 1 0
slepton/lepton (ν̃, ẽ−)L (ν, e−)L 1 2 -1

ẽ−R e−R 1 1 -2
squark/quark (ũL, d̃L) (u, d)L 3 2 1

3
ũR uR 3 1 4

3
d̃R dR 3 1 −2

3
Higgs/Higgsino H0

d , H
−
d H̃0

d , H̃
−
d 1 2 -1

(H+
u , H

0
u) (H̃+

u , H̃
0
u) 1 2 1

Table 2.3.: Attributes of the sparticles of MSSM [13]

differs by 1
2 unit from the one of the Standard Model partner. Sparticles are indicated

by a tilde. The superpartners of fermionic quarks and leptons are called squarks q̃ and
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2.3 Supersymmetry

sleptons l̃ (s for ‘scalar‘) and they have spin quantum numbers equal to 0. The super-
partners of the gauge bosons have half-integer spins and are called gauginos [11]. For
the attributes of binos, winos and gluinos see table 2.3. Zinos Z̃0 and photinos γ̃ are
mixtures of W̃ 0 and B̃0 after the electroweak symmetry breaking.

In the minimal Supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM) five Higgs
bosons are predicted in the Higgs sector. One supermultiplet is not sufficient as the
electroweak gauge symmetry would suffer a gauge anomaly. Two Higgs supermultiplets
can be distinguished by the features of either giving masses to positively charged quarks
like the up-quark or to negatively charged quarks like the down-quark and to leptons.
They are named Hu and Hd, consisting of (H+

u , H
0
u) and (H0

d , H
−
d ). The fifth Higgs field

corresponds to the one of the Standard Model and is constructed by a linear combination
of H0

u and H0
d [11].

Superpartners are supposed to have masses equal to the masses of their Standard Model
siblings. The fact that they have not been observed so far is a clear hint for Supersym-
metry being a broken symmetry. Spontaneous symmetry breaking happens when the
ground state does not possess the symmetry of the basic equations which describe the
system [6]. This breaking must occur in a soft manner what means that after the sym-
metry breaking the sparticles have somewhat higher masses than their superpartners.
Otherwise the corrections to the m2

H parameter become very large and the hierarchy
problem follows once again. SUSY breaking is probably assembled in a hidden sector
containing neutral particles. These have almost no direct coupling to the MSSM parti-
cles and sparticles which provide the visible sector [13].

In the Standard Model the baryon number B and lepton number L are conserved in
every interaction. In extended models this is not always assumed as some theories pre-
dict the decay of protons albeit with a very long lifetime [5]. A new quantity including
the baryon number, the lepton number and the spin quantum number S is defined by

R = (−1)3(B−L)+2S. (2.16)

This is called R-parity. When plugging in the characteristics of the particles and sparti-
cles it turns out that Standard Model particles have even R-parity while their superpart-
ners have odd R-parity. If R-parity conservation at every interaction vertex is claimed in
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2.3 Supersymmetry

a SUSY model, there can be no mixing of particles and sparticles. Further consequences
are

• that sparticles are produced in pairs when a Standard Model particle collision
takes place,

• that every supersymmetric particle has to decay at some time into a state contain-
ing an odd number of stable sparticles and

• that the lightest Supersymmetric partner (LSP) is absolutely stable. It represents
the final state for every heavier unstable sparticle in a decay chain.

In the supersymmetric particle sector of MSSM, mixing of gauginos and Higgsinos can
take place. Four charginos χ̃±i (i = 1,2) can be constructed in this way by mixing charged
Higgsinos H̃+

u and H̃−d and charged winos W̃+ and W̃−. Mixing neutral Higgsinos H̃0
u,

H̃0
d , B̃ and W̃ 0 results in four physical states called neutralinos χ̃0

i (i = 1, ..., 4). The
lightest one (χ̃0

1) is often the LSP in a R-parity conserving model unless there is a lighter
gravitino. For various assumptions about the relative values of the free parameters in the
MSSM it can also nearly be a pure bino, a pure Higgsino or, together with the lightest
chargino pair, a triplet of mass-degenerate pure winos [13].

Next to the effect of stabilizing the Higgs mass by solving the hierarchy problem, SUSY
can provide an explanation to another outstanding issue. From astrophysical observa-
tions it came apparent that the speed of rotation of stars and clouds of interstellar
medium stays too high in the outer regions of spiral galaxies. Also the kinematic move-
ment of stars in dwarf galaxies or the mass of galaxy groups deduced from the effect
of gravitational lenses can not be justified without assuming an additional mass which
is composed by material not regarded so far. This material can only be made up by
non-baryonic cold matter, so-called dark matter.
A good explanation for the dark matter would be weakly interacting massive particles
(WIMPs), for which SUSY can provide some candidates [14]. A model of the nucleosyn-
thesis in the early universe considering Supersymmetry claims that there were heavy
sparticles produced as long as the temperatures were sufficiently high. These decayed
into LSPs which were created and annihilated until they froze out due to the decreasing
available energy as the universe expanded. The possible candidates for both the LSP
and dark matter are the lightest neutralinos, the gravitinos or - with some restrictions -
the lightest sneutrinos [11].
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2.3 Supersymmetry

The unification of the three coupling constants at energies O(1015 GeV), shown in figure
2.6, is only an idle wish in the Standard Model. In reality the coupling constants behave
more like shown in figure 2.6 (dashed line) and never meet in exactly one point. To this
subject SUSY can provide a nice feature. The coupling constants must be recalculated
and additional assumptions are included. Squarks and anti-squarks now also contribute
with a colour factor of 3 to the running of the electromagnetic and the weak coupling
constants. As a matter of fact the constants then merge exactly in one point at energies
O(1016 GeV) [16]. In figure 2.6 this is depicted by the continuous line.

Figure 2.6.: Running of the squared coupling constants above the Z mass scale in the
Standard Model (dashed line) and MSSM (continuous line) [16]

In SUSY the Higgs sector has eight degrees of freedom, three corresponding to the lon-
gitudinal degree of freedom of W+, W− and Z0, and five are allocated to physical Higgs
particles. This has of course consequences for the Higgs Mechanism, which causes the
electroweak symmetry breaking in the Standard Model. The Higgs potential is changed
accordingly and to achieve the symmetry breaking there are new constraints on e.g. the
masses for Hu and Hd. The symmetry breaking can only be done by quantum corrections
and that it must be a radiative electroweak symmetry breaking [11].
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2.4 Proton-Proton Collisions

2.3.3. The Minimal Supergravity Model

The MSSM comprises 124 free parameters. This high number of parameters can be re-
duced very much by considerations upon phenomenological constraints like conservation
of separate lepton numbers for the flavours muon, electron and tau, or charge and par-
ity conservation. Models with assumptions on the breaking mechanism of SUSY can
also lower the number of free parameters. An effort was made to do so in the minimal
supergravity model (mSUGRA). As implied by its name the breaking of SUSY is me-
diated by gravity in this framework. A boson with spin 2 is assumed for the gravity
mediating graviton with its massive superpartner gravitino (s= 2

3). In addition to the
19 Standard Model parameters now only

• the ratio of the vacuum expectation value for the neutral component of the Higgs
fields Hu to Hd, vu

vd
= tan β,

• the universal sfermion masses m0 at the GUT scale,

• the universal trilinear coupling A0 at the GUT scale,

• the sign of the Higgsino mass parameter sgn(µ) and

• the universal gaugino mass m3/2 at the GUT scale [15]

have to be determined. The number of parameters can be reduced to 23 because in
mSUGRA it is assumed that the diagonal, soft-SUSY breaking scalar squared masses
are universal at the Planck scale [13].

There are more theoretical frameworks based on SUSY, for example gauge-mediated
SUSY breaking or R-parity violating SUSY. The fact that proton decay have not been
observed limits the possibility of varying the assumptions of supersymmetric models.

2.4. Proton-Proton Collisions
For the experimental validation of theoretical frameworks physicists cause particle colli-
sions at centre-of-mass energies close to temperatures which were prevalent in the early
universe. Because of Einstein’s simple law E=mc2, high-energetic collisions can pro-
duce exotic particles. This makes the observation of interactions and final states possible
which are so far only theoretically claimed. Next to the fixed- target experiments where
a particle beam is aligned towards a fixed object, electrons or protons are accelerated
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and brought to interaction with each other in collision experiments. The advantage of
storage rings over linear colliders is the accumulation of high energies as in every round
the particles are accelerated one more time together with the high persistence of the
beam.
The centre-of-mass energy ECM can be calculated by the square root of the Mandelstam
variable

s = (p̂1 + p̂2)2 (2.17)

with the four-momenta p̂i= (Ei, pi1, pi2, pi3). The centre-of-mass energy simply becomes
ECM =

√
s = 2Ei when the two colliding particles have both the same energy. The

observer is put at rest in the centre of mass of the system [17].
The rate of collisions is expressed as luminosity. With the orbital frequency f , number
of particle bunches in the storage ring n, number of particles in one bunch N and the
cross-sectional area of the beams A this is

L = fnN1N2

A
. (2.18)

Another characteristic variable to describe the interaction rate of a reaction is the cross-
section σ. It is defined via the transition rate W per unit incident flux Φ per target
particle of type b

σ = W

Φ = W

nav
(2.19)

where na is the density of particles in the incident beam and v the relative velocity of
target a and projectile particle b. The transition rate is given by Fermi’s Golden Rule
[18].
The decay products after the collision of two particles can be detected and reconstructed
via their interactions with material. Effects like Čerenkov radiation, bremsstrahlung or
deviation of charged particles in magnetic fields play a central role when looking for
signals indicating new physics.
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3.1. The Large Hadron Collider
The European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) is situated near Geneva,
Switzerland, and is an international collaboration to maintain physical laboratories for
elementary particle research. A tunnel between 45 and 170m under the surface with
a circumference of 26.7 km hosted the circular Large Electron Positron collider (LEP)
from the years 1989 until 2000. Then it became the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). In
contradistinction to an electron-positron collider, the proton-proton collider LHC can
reach higher centre-of-mass energies. There are no limitations by synchrotron radiation:
the mass reach of searches is then limited by the strength of the accelerating magnetic
fields and the number of protons per bunch.
The largest experiments connected to the LHC are ATLAS1, CMS2, ALICE3 and LHCb4.
Each of them is a very large machine constructed from layers of detecting material and
specialised on various physics topics. They are designed to perform at a centre-of-mass
energy of

√
s=14TeV with a luminosity equal to 1034 cm−2s−1. Until the end of 2012

the beam energy will be Ei=3.5TeV, the upgrade to the designed performance with
√
s=14TeV is going to take place in 2013 - 2014.

For the collision of two particles which both carry positive charge, two separate mag-
netic dipole fields in two counter-rotating rings are needed. The protons are extracted
from hydrogen gas and injected in the LHC ring after running through several smaller
accelerators of the Linac 2 injector chain. In figure 3.1 the sequence of the upgraded
PSB5, PS6 and SPS7 can be seen. In nominal configuration each proton beam consists
of 2808 bunches with a bunch spacing of 25 ns. In August 2011 LHC was operated with

1ATLAS: A Toroidal LHC Aparatus
2CMS:Compact Muon Solenoid
3ALICE: A Large Ion Collider Experiment
4LHCb:Large Hadron Collider Beauty experiment
5PSB: Proton Synchrotron Booster
6PS: Proton Synchrotron
7SPS: Super Proton Synchrotron
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3.2 ATLAS

a bunch spacing of 50 ns with 1380 bunches in a beam [23]. It is not possible to create
a continuous particle beam due to the acceleration by fields which are alternating with
high frequency [19].

Figure 3.1.: The LHC injector chain [20]

3.2. ATLAS
One of the detectors at the LHC is A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS (ATLAS). A key issue
of LHC is the investigation of electroweak symmetry breaking. As the Higgs boson is
suspected of causing the symmetry breaking, its signal needs to be detected. Due to the
theoretical Higgs-production chains this puts the following demands on the detector:

• precise (low) momentum measurements,

• possibility of tracking the particles,
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3.2 ATLAS

• identification of electrons, photons, muons and hadrons and

• good coverage of the polar angle.

All features should be obtained with a high resolution [22].

Figure 3.2.: Depiction of ATLAS [23]

ATLAS, which is also used to look for physics beyond the Standard Model, measures
44m in lengths and 25 m in height [23] and is placed in a subterranean cavern. Its setup
can be described by an onion skin structure. The back-and-forth symmetry is centred
at the collision point of the two proton beams (see figure 3.2).

3.2.1. The ATLAS Coordinate System

The detector has a cylindrical shape along the beam axis and is laterally closed like a
barrel. It is completed by end-caps on both ends. In a Cartesian right handed coordinate
system the beam axis is allocated to the z-axis. The transverse plane is defined by the
x-y plane. The polar angle is θ and around the z-axis the azimuth angle φ can be
measured. The x-axis points from the point of collision to the centre of the LHC ring.
The coordinate system is depicted in figure 3.3.
It is common to calculate the pseudorapidity η instead of using the polar angle itself
[25]:

η = − ln(tan(θ2)) (3.1)
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Some values for η and θ8 are listed in table 3.1.

θ[◦] 0 5 10 30 60 90 120 175 180
η ∞ 3.13 2.44 1.32 0.55 0 -0.55 -3.13 −∞

Table 3.1.: Pseudorapidity η corresponding to polar angle θ

When speaking about a transverse variable like transverse momentum pT , this means
the absolute value of the two-dimensional vector in the x-y plane

pT =
√
p2
x + p2

y. (3.2)

Figure 3.3.: ATLAS coordinate system [24]

The distance between detected objects will sometimes be given by

∆R =
√

∆φ2 + ∆η2 (3.3)

where ∆R defines the radius of a cone.

3.2.2. The Muon System

Starting with the outermost layer of ATLAS, this is the muon spectrometer. Muons
do not interact strongly and carry more mass than electrons. Therefore they can be

8θ must be given in the unit radian for the calculation of η with equation (3.1).
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3.2 ATLAS

detected without loss in the exterior subdetector as opposed to the other particles. The
identification, charge measurement and momentum measurement of muons is based on
the physical effect of the Lorentz force. Objects carrying the electromagnetic charge Q
are diverted in a magnetic field ~B while moving with velocity ~v. The acting force is given
by

FLorentz = Q(~v × ~B) (3.4)

The magnetic field is generated by toroids outside the barrel where each of the eight
doughnut-shaped coils is fixed, see figure 3.4 (left). There are toroids at the end caps,
too. The magnetic field strength is about 4T [25].

Figure 3.4.: Left: Photo of the coils creating the toroidal magnetic field. Right: TGC
muon chamber for the end cap of ATLAS [23]

Four different kinds of muon chambers are used in the muon spectrometer:

• monitored drift tube chambers (MDT) consist of three to eight layers of drift
tubes for precision momentum measurement in |η|<2.7

• cathode strip chambers (CSC) in the forward region (2< |η|<2.7) provide high
rate capability and time resolution with multiwire proportional chambers.

Fast triggering on muon tracks for information about multiplicity and energy ranges in
an early stage of the object reconstruction is possible by

• resistive plate chambers (RPC) in the barrel region |η|<1.05 as gaseous parallel
electrode-plate detectors and

• thin gap chambers (TGC) in 1.05< |η|<2.4 for the endcaps working with the
same principle as multi-wire proportional chambers, see figure 3.4 (right).

The goal is to detect muons in a pseudorapidity range |η|<2.7 with a high momentum
resolution [25].
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3.2.3. The Calorimeters

ATLAS combines hadronic and electromagnetic calorimeters to be optimally sensitive
to the characteristics of the particles.
Very close to the beam there is a barrel cryostat containing an electromagnetic calorime-
ter in 0< |η|<1.475 and each end cap cryostat hosts electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters. Forward calorimeters cover the region of 3.1< |η|<4.9. The locations of
the calorimeters are shown in figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5.: Combined calorimeter of ATLAS [23]

The cryostats ensure low temperatures for the windings of the central solenoid needed
for the Inner Detector. The solenoid and the electromagnetic calorimeter share a com-
mon vacuum vessel to minimize the material thickness in front of the calorimeters [25].
Due to bremsstrahlung and pair production, electromagnetic showers are initiated by a
particle coming out of the proton-proton collisions. Accordion geometry is an excellent
choice for the electromagnetic calorimeter because the signal is read out quickly and no
information is lost in gaps. In the above calorimeter components the scintillating mate-
rial is liquid argon. The energy of the showers is deposited in the calorimeter cells. The
momentum and energy of a particle can be measured from the amount of lost energy in
the calorimeter.

In the outer barrel regions, hadronic calorimeters consisting of scintillator tiles and ab-
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sorbing material which is made out of steel are placed. These sampling detectors absorb
and measure the energy in alternating layers as the strongly interacting hadrons can not
be stopped in the scintillating material. They cover |η|<1.7 [25].

Muons do not initiate showers but cause small signals in all layers of the calorimeters
[26].

3.2.4. The Inner Detector

At the centre of ATLAS is the cylindrical Inner Detector (ID). The transverse momen-
tum can be measured for tracks with pT >0.5GeV. Primary and secondary vertices are
resolved and electrons are identified. The solenoids around the Inner Detector provide a
magnetic field of about 2.6T [25]. Figure 3.6 shows a depiction of the ID.

Figure 3.6.: The Inner Detector of ATLAS [23]

There are different subdetector components for various demands:

• a pixel detector in the very centre to provide two-dimensional spatial information
for pattern recognition, next to a vertexing layer

• semiconducting silicon strip detectors for high precision tracking in the whole φ
range constitute the semi-conductor tracker (SCT).

At larger radii of the Inner Detector is
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• a straw tube system called transition radiation tracker (TRT). Transition radiation
in interleaved material can be used for improved electron identification ability when
the track density is low. The momentum resolution of a particle is also further
improved [25].

ATLAS recorded first collisions in March 2010 and has been reliably working since then.
The analysis presented in this thesis is based on data recorded by ATLAS in the years
of 2010 and 2011.
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4. Particle Identification

4.1. Reconstruction of the Final State Particles
In this section the reconstruction of physical objects like jets consisting of many partons
or leptons will be described; the objects leave marks in the detector. The goal is to
reconstruct the particles emerging the proton-proton collision in the centre of ATLAS
by putting together the information from the various subdetectors. Data can be matched
to individual elementary particles like electrons, photons, muons, quark/gluon jets or τ -
leptons.

4.1.1. Electrons

Electrons leave tracks in the ID and energy in the electromagnetic calorimeter but not
in the hadronic calorimeter due to their physical attributes.

• A calorimeter tower is formed from all calorimeter cells in the η-φ-plane across the
longitudinal layers, see figure 4.1. By adding up the energies which are deposited in
neighbouring calorimeter cells, so-called pre-clusters are defined. The requirement
on a pre-cluster is based on a threshold of the transverse energy ET in a window
consisting of calorimeter towers. In the window the deposited energy in a number
of Nη × Nφ grid elements is taken into account. The window ‘slides‘ over the
tower grid. The positions of pre-clusters are defined by η and φ. After rejecting
double-counted pre-clusters, the remaining clusters seed the final clusters in the
following way: After their identification (see below) electron clusters are filled with
calorimeter cells contained in a geometrical rectangle around the pre-cluster. The
whole procedure is called sliding-window algorithm [27].

• Together with the information from the ID a track matching is performed. Good-
quality tracks from the TRT are matched to the calorimeter clusters by looking
at the η and φ distances and choosing the track with the smallest spacing to the
cluster.
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Figure 4.1.: Barrel calorimeter with 0.1·0.1 granularity in η-φ-plane and accordion ge-
ometry. The towers are also used by the trigger [25].

• Position corrections on η and φ of an electron candidate do not modify the global
energy scale. They are needed due to variations of the calorimeter response or
because of energy leaking outside the windows which define the pre-clusters [28].

• Energy reweighting is done by η-dependent longitudinal weights. They are estab-
lished to optimise the energy resolution and the preferably linear response of the
calorimeter. For example, energy is lost upstream of the presampler which provides
shower sampling in front of the active electromagnetic calorimeter. Next to this
effect longitudinal leakage is considered in the reweighting as well as an overall
scale factor following from simulations [25].

An electron candidate from the calorimeter is loosely matched with a reconstructed
track from the ID. The objects are then labelled according to their identification quality
if they were detected in the trustworthy detector region with |η|<2.47. The non-isolated
electrons which have to be suppressed are mainly due to b- and c-hadron decays.
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• Identification with loose quality: The electron is detected in a pseudorapidity
range with |η|<2.5. There is a cut on e.g. the ratio of ET in the first sampling of
the hadronic calorimeter over ET in the electromagnetic calorimeter, or in general
on shower shape variables.

• When an electron is identified with medium quality this means that, in addition
to the loose quality criteria, further requirements are added. For example a cut
on the strips in the first layer of the electromagnetic calorimeter is applied. Fur-
thermore, the number of hits in the pixel detector or in the silicon are counted
for requirements on the tracking. A cut on the transverse impact parameter is
performed.

• For a tight electron, the main criteria in addition to the medium quality cuts
concern the isolation of the object using all cell energies within ∆R<0.2 around
the object. Among others hits in the vertexing-layer and in the TRT are required.

Electrons which are found in the forward region of the detector can only be reconstructed
using information from the electromagnetic calorimeter. In particular the Inner Detector
only covers the range within |η|<2.5. This can be done by using just the clusters or
carrying out a likelihood method [29].
A photon can be distinguished from an electron by looking for tracks which can be
allocated to the calorimeter clusters. If it is not possible to match a track but a suitable
photon conversion is found, the object is taken for a photon. If there is track matching,
the clusters are allocated to an electron [25].

4.1.2. Jets

In a proton-proton collision coloured partons initiate clusters of hadronic particles due
to hadronization and colour-confinement. The nearly cone-shaped objects are called jets
[5]. They can be reconstructed by a variety of algorithms.

• The identification of jet candidates starts with topological clusters. Neighbouring
cells in the calorimeters are grouped into three-dimensional clusters when they
exceed an energy threshold. Thresholds can be adjusted separately depending on
whether the cells belong to the same layer, the same calorimeter or anywhere across
all calorimeters. Also, just a global energy threshold can be set or the threshold
can depend on the relative value of the deposited energy in a cell compared to the
neighbour cell. There are many ways to perform this algorithm [31].
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• Other possibilities are for example the geometrical clustering where all cells around
a seed position are included in the cluster defined by ∆R or the use of tracks as a
seed [30].

In the analysis presented in this thesis, the definition of the jet objects is done by the
anti-kT jet clustering algorithm. For this reason it is briefly summarized in the following.

• The distances between so-called entities representing particles i and j or between
a particle i and the beam B are calculated via

dij = min( 1
k2
T i

,
1
k2
Tj

)
∆2
ij

R2 (4.1)

diB = 1
k2
T i

(4.2)

where ∆2
ij = (ηi − ηj)2 + (φi − φj)2 defines a distance in the η-φ-plane, kT is the

transverse momentum and R is a radius parameter whose value is chosen to be
e.g. 0.4. If the smallest of the distances is the one between two entities i and j,
those are combined and the algorithm starts from scratch with this new entity. If
it is the distance between an entity i and the beam, diB, the entity i is taken for
a jet and won’t be regarded any more in further iterations.
Advantages of this algorithm are that first soft partons cluster with hard particles
before clustering among themselves and that jets can not overlap. Moreover do
soft particles not modify the shape of the jet [32]. For a visualisation, see figure
4.2.
Another possibility for jet reconstruction is the cone algorithm, where a cone with
radius ∆R is defined, whose axis must be aligned with the four-momentum of a
high-pT particle [34].

Due to gaps or dead material in the subdetectors next to Underlying Events or energy
not included in the clusters used the final jets need to be calibrated. Another important
issue is that the non-compensating calorimeter responds less to jets than to electrons.
The jets can include many neutral particles whose significant amount of energy can not
be detected with the calorimeters in contradiction to the electromagnetic showers. Jets
therefore need to be corrected for their η-dependence, for non-linearity or for or the
effect of magnetic fields on soft charged particles. The so-called jet energy scale (JES)
is figured out by comparisons to true jets when running the reconstruction algorithms
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Figure 4.2.: A sample parton-level event illustrating the ‘active‘ draw areas of the re-
sulting hard jets for the anti-kT algorithm in the η-φ-plane. The z-axis indicates the pT
of the jet. Here is R equal to 1 [32].

on simulated data. Simulation of the calorimeters and of the fragmentation of the jets
also contributes to the calibration. This is for example a crucial issue for calculating the
inclusive jet cross section [36].

4.1.3. Muons

Muons in the final states after a proton-proton collision in ATLAS can be reconstructed
by combining the information of the muon spectrometer which is sensitive to muons
with pT >3GeV and of the ID which is sensitive to low and intermediate pT muons.
The toroidal fields of the muon spectrometer provide a high momentum resolution. It is
important to consider the alignment and calibration of the muon spectrometer and the
Inner Detector [25].

• The stand-alone Muonboy algorithm, for which only information from the muon
spectrometer is used, covers muons detected in |η|<2.7. Regions of activity in the
spectrometer are identified by the trigger chambers .

• The information of the Inner Detector and muon spectrometer is combined in the
STACO algorithm. When fulfilling quality criteria the tracks in both subdetectors
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are formed to pairs of tracks with similar η and φ coordinates. The two independent
measurements are then statistically combined . This algorithm can reconstruct
muons with |η|<2.5.

• The segment tag MuTag algorithm combines a track in the Inner Detector with a
segment in the muon spectrometer on the basis of a ‘good‘ matching to improve
the muon reconstruction by the STACO algorithm.

The Muonboy and the STACO/MuTag algorithms can lead to overlapping objects but
the overlap is removed again when providing the datasets for analysis [37].
The algorithms make it possible to reconstruct muons in an energy range from 3GeV to
3TeV with a momentum resolution of 10% for 1TeV tracks [25].

4.1.4. Missing Transverse Energy

The conservation of energy and momentum is one of the most important principles in
physics. Of course this also must be valid in particle collisions. The total energy must be
the same at all times if the system is closed. When calculating the total energy from the
above introduced physical objects, it turns out that there can be energy missing. This was
to be expected as there are physical objects which can not be seen in a detector. Neutral
particles like neutrinos or supersymmetric neutralinos in the final states of decaying
particles do not interact with the detector material. Their energies and momenta must
be considered to obtain the conserved total energy. On the other hand the sum of the
energy of all physical objects can be used to calculate the energy of the non-observable
particles.
The transverse energy and momentum is defined by

ET :=
√
E2
x + E2

y (4.3)

and
pT :=

√
p2
x + p2

y, (4.4)

where px (Ex) and py (Ey) are the x- and y-components of the momentum (energy)
vector. Analogously defined is the missing transverse energy

Emiss
T :=

√
(

∑
all objects

Ex)2 + (
∑

all objects

Ey)2 (4.5)
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or also noted as the negative vectorial sum

~Emiss =


−

∑
all objects

Ex

−
∑

all objects

Ey

 . (4.6)

Thus
~Emiss + ~Eall objects = ~0, (4.7)

where

~Eall objects =


∑

all objects

Ex∑
all objects

Ey

 . (4.8)

The deviation of reconstructed missing transverse energy from the true1 Emiss
T is called

fake Emiss
T . Main sources to these deviations are muons escaping in detector gaps, not

read-out energy depositions in dead material, cracks or noise. Topological cuts are used
to diminish these deviations [25].
Due to the various physical topics when analysing ATLAS data there are many different
algorithms to calculate the missing transverse energy. Two of them will be introduced
later in this thesis.

4.2. Data

4.2.1. Generation and Simulation

The use of simulated ATLAS data can be particularly useful for various studies. The
events are first produced using an event generator; then also the according detector out-
put is simulated.
The choice of the integrated luminosity and the centre-of-mass energy next to other
input parameters like an assumed model for a physical effect starts the generation of a
process like, for example Z0 → e+e−. Especially QCD processes can be of high complex-
ity. Involved are, for example, higher order corrections, parton distribution functions,
showering or hadronization [38].
Next to data driven methods, the signal can be extracted by comparing real data to
simulated background processes. A special feature of simulated data is that, in addition

1see chapter 4.2.1
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4.2 Data

to the parameters of the reconstructed objects, it includes the true information about
the objects based on the theoretical framework. The true parameters can be used to
evaluate deviations and systematic errors resulting from the reconstruction algorithms.
To simulate the interaction of the particles of an event with matter, the toolkit Geant 4
is used. Physical processes as well as detector simulation concerning geometry, tracking
and detector response are considered in this software tool [39].
One example for a data generator is explained below as it produces data which is used in
the analysis presented in this thesis. The generator is called HERWIG and as a special
feature includes supersymmetric processes. Moreover, the production of Higgs bosons
in the two-Higgs-doublet model, cascade decays of heavy particles according to input
branching fractions and subprocesses which violate R-parity are considered. All MSSM
particles and sparticles are taken into account. To derive probability amplitudes and
cross sections, matrix elements are individually calculated for the different production
mechanisms [40].

4.2.2. Pile Up

For each proton bunch crossing in ATLAS there are numerous collisions on top of any
signal process. The detector does not have the ability to read out every single event on
time since the detector response time is O(1µs) in the liquid argon calorimeters. As the
signal needs more than ∼ 25 ns to be read out, this information piles up on the following
bunch crossings.
Pile up is dominated by additional minimum bias collisions where partons of the colliding
protons interact only very softly [41].
For increasing luminosity the pile up effect is no longer negligible. It is also simulated
with HERWIG with various inputs for the average number of events for each bunch
crossing.

4.2.3. Data Formats

The data files used for analysis are based on ‘analysis object data‘ (AOD). The chain
of datafile configuration is shown in figure 4.3. Starting with the event generation and
simulation, the artificial information is created about where a simulated particle is de-
tected in ATLAS and what kind of signature it left. This again needs to be digitized
to corresponding electronic signals like the ones read out of the detector for real events.
Equally for real data this is the so-called RAW data in ‘ByteStream‘ format. The RAW
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4.2 Data

Figure 4.3.: Running the full chain [42]

data digits then are combined to tracks and energy deposits both for the real and the
simulated data. The ‘event summary data‘ (ESD) is also the origin when - in the next
step - the actual physical objects are reconstructed resulting in AOD. Further skimmed
and slimmed data in respect of the analysed channel is called ‘derived physics data‘
(DPD). The software framework that constitutes the skeleton for the application to run
the chain of the above introduced data files is Athena based on the underlying architec-
ture Gaudi [42].
Another framework for data processing, which is used in this thesis to analyse the DPD
data, is ROOT. The data is saved, accessed and processed with this software. The plots
shown in the analysis part of this thesis are histograms which are created with this tool
[43].
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5. Search for SUSY

To verify experimentally that Supersymmetry is indeed realized in nature as an extension
to the Standard Model, and that it can provide solutions to the problems described in
section 2.2, e.g. the hierarchy problem, sparticles must be detected.

5.1. Production of Sparticles
At the LHC, there are mainly two possibilities to produce coloured particles by a proton-
proton collision.

Figure 5.1.: Feynman diagrams showing squark production by quark-quark scattering
with a time flow from left to right [11].

• Scattering of quarks and quarks produces squarks via the exchange of a gluino, see
figure 5.1, and

• the fusion of gluons with gluons or gluons with quarks results in squarks and
gluinos, see figure 5.2.

At the LHC, the production of strong interacting sparticles by fusion is dominating ex-
cept for the case when gluinos and squarks have masses > 1TeV [11].
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5.2 Supersymmetric Signatures

Figure 5.2.: Feynman diagrams showing gluino and squark production by gluon-gluon
and gluon-quark fusion with a time flow from left to right [11].

5.2. Supersymmetric Signatures
The signal for supersymmetric events is categorized according to the number of leptons
in the final state. Looking for example at figure 5.3, a gluino can be emitted after the
proton-proton collision.

Figure 5.3.: Supersymmetric signal with two leptons in the final state after a gluino was
emitted from the proton-proton collision.
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5.2 Supersymmetric Signatures

It will decay until the final state contains a neutralino χ0
1 as LSP, high-pT jets initiated

by quarks and several leptons. The analyses are classified in:

• Events with jets and Emiss
T without leptons (0-lepton channel): This is a very

promising channel as it is sensitive to both the signal depicted in figure 5.3 when
the leptons are badly reconstructed and other signals where the gluinos and squarks
directly decay into jets and LSPs. The dominant Standard Model background are
multijet events from the hadronic decays W− → ūd, W+ → ud̄.

• Events with jets, Emiss
T and one lepton (1-lepton channel): Triggering on events

containing one lepton in the final state is very reliable. Therefore the pT thresholds
for the jets can be lowered very much. These events have high background from
W → lν processes.

• Events with jets, Emiss
T and two leptons (2-lepton channel): Here it is necessary to

further distinguish between same-sign and opposite-sign leptons. A chargino in the
decay chain of a squark of gluino can decay into a charged lepton, a neutrino and
a neutralino. The sign of the charged lepton can be + or - with equal probability.
Looking at the production of two gluinos by fusion this can lead to two same-sign
leptons which do not have to have the same flavour. This signal has only very little
Standard Model background.
The supersymmetric processes resulting in two opposite-sign leptons have back-
ground from W−W+ → l−ν̄l+ν, Drell-Yan1 and tt̄-production (tt̄→ l+νbl−ν̄b̄).

• Events with jets, Emiss
T and at least three leptons (multi-lepton channel) can occur

from fusion where one of the gluinos or squarks decays into a chargino and the
other one into a neutralino. A main background to this channel is Z0 → l+l− [11].
The multi-lepton channel can be more specialized if no jets are supposed in the
final state.

To cut a long story short, it is all about looking for narrow high-pT jets because of
their large multiplicity in SUSY events, high Emiss

T and leptons with preferably high pT .
Up to now, no supersymmetric signal has been observed. Search results can therefore
only be presented in terms of production cross section upper limits or of mass lower
limits [15]. An example is given in figure 5.4 where the combined observed exclusion
limits are shown for the mSUGRA parameters m0 and m1/2 while A0, tan β and the sign

1a virtual photon or Z0 decays into l+l− [4]
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5.2 Supersymmetric Signatures

of µ are fixed. For this plot the analysis in the 0-lepton channel with data corresponding
to an integrated luminosity of

∫
L dt=165 pb−1 was used2 [51].
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Figure 5.4.: Combined observed exclusion limits for m0 and m1/2. The dashed-blue line
corresponds to the expected 95% CL limit, the red line corresponds to the observed limit
at 95% CL. Dot-dashed grey contours of constant gluino and squark mass are displayed
at 200GeV intervals [51].

21 barn=10−28 m2, 157 pb−1 =157 ·1036 cm−2
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6. Trigger System

6.1. Structure
In one proton bunch of LHC there can be up to 1.15·1011 particles with a total hadronic
cross-section of nearby 10−25 cm2 [19]. When the LHC is running with its design lumi-
nosity, there will be O(107) particle collisions per second. This huge amount of data
attained in the detector can not be stored. Thus there is the constraint to narrow down
the choice. The solution is triggering on events which fulfil criteria making it probable
that they are signal to new physics. The aim is to mainly reject the bulk of Standard
Model QCD processes to become sensitive to interesting events with low cross-sections
and to select them with high efficiency. If the trigger requirements are not strong enough,
the event rate has to be prescaled by choosing randomly events which fulfil the require-
ments [44]. More than 99 % of the events will be rejected and are no more available for
offline analysis.

The ATLAS trigger system is designed in order to limit the event rate to storable
O(100Hz). Identifying physical objects, redefining their selection and cutting on their
parameters like on transverse momentum or on missing transverse energy is done on
three different trigger levels, see figure 6.1.
Starting with an initial bunch crossing rate of about 40MHz this rate is stepwise reduced
until all remaining data is of a dimension that can be stored.

6.1.1. Level 1

The first level (L1) of the trigger system is based on hardware. For calorimeter based
triggers, longitudinal trigger towers are formed from the adjoining cells of the calorime-
ters with a granularity of 0.1×0.1 defined in the η-φ plane.
Triggering on jets on L1 means that an algorithm evaluates the deposited energy in
jet elements consisting of 2×2 trigger towers. A jet element is included in a jet candi-
date if the transverse energy of the cluster is at a local maximum in a window of size
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6.1 Structure

Figure 6.1.: The ATLAS trigger system [45]

∆η × ∆φ=0.4×0.4. The jet candidate triggers if the deposited energy in 4×4 jet ele-
ments is above a given threshold like 5, 10, 20, 40, 70, 100, 130 or 150GeV [46]. For a
depiction see figure 6.2. The information about the location and the threshold energy of
a jet candidate is passed to the next trigger level as a ‘Region of Interest‘ (RoI).
To make a statement about the Emiss

T in an event, the vectorial sums of Ex and Ey of
all jet elements are compared to a pass/fail table with a granularity of 1GeV [47].
The time of deciding whether to keep or reject an event on L1 must be below 2.5µs to
pass an event rate of about 100 kHz to L2 [45].

6.1.2. Level 2

The high-level trigger (HLT) is software based. Guided algorithms run in a stepwise
manner to specify trigger hypotheses. Now the information from all subdetectors is
available. L2 algorithms are seeded by the RoIs which are accepted from L1 and the ap-
propriate data is demanded from the subdetectors. The use of RoIs limits the amount of
requested data to 1-2% of the total event size. Next to the redefinition of jet candidates
the calorimeter shower shapes or tracks in the ID can be used for triggering [45].
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6.1 Structure

Figure 6.2.: Trigger towers in calorimeters. The green area corresponds to a window of
size ∆η ×∆φ=0.4×0.4 [25]

Looking at the jets, a cone-shaped reference jet j0 with a specified ∆R is defined at
the RoI position. By calculating energy-weighted coordinates

ηj1 =

n∑
i=1

Eiηi

n∑
i=1

Ei

(6.1)

and

φj1 =

n∑
i=1

Eiφi

n∑
i=1

Ei

(6.2)

and therefore using the energy and coordinates of the n grid elements inside the reference
jet, a new jet j1 is defined. This calculation is repeated for a fixed number of iterations.
The resulting jets must then fulfil trigger requirements on their transverse momentum:
For example at least one jet must have at least 7, 10, 15, ..., 200GeV [46].
The information about missing transverse energy is seeded by L1 and could eventually
be refined by running muon algorithms and including them in the calculation. At L2,
Emiss
T =

√
E2
x + E2

y [48]. L2 has access to the entire event data with full detector granu-
larity. Its algorithms need about 40ms including data transfers and L2 may keep only 1
out of 100 events and pass it to the next trigger level not to exceed O(1 kHz) of event
rate [44].
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6.2 Notation

6.1.3. Event Filter Level

The Event Filter (EF) is in charge of further reducing the event rate to 200Hz (400Hz)
in average which corresponds to 300MBs−1. The EF is either seeded by RoIs received
from L2 or makes a full scan of the complete data for every event. It provides a more
refined analysis and uses very sophisticated algorithms which are comparable to the
ones in the offline reconstruction due to its latency of about 4 s [44]. At the EF Level the
events are classified into trigger streams like JetTauEtmiss, Egamma or Muon, according
to which object triggered [45].
For triggering on Emiss

T a calorimeter cell will be included in the calculation if its energy
exceeds 3 ·σ1. There is already object- dependent calibration [49].

6.2. Notation
In a trigger menu all trigger configurations are listed which ensure that not more than
an event rate of 200Hz or (in view of the increasing luminosity) even 400Hz must be
stored. Various slices depending on the trigger stream correspond to a fraction of the
total bandwidth. A trigger signature puts demands on an event which is rejected if it
does not accomplish them. The signature consists of requirements on the sort of the
object being found in the event as well as on the pT of the objects, the Emiss

T of the
event and the information which is used to calculate these values.
The notation is

• ‘e‘ for an electron, ‘g‘ for a photon, ‘mu‘ for a muon, ‘j‘ for a jet, ‘tau‘ for a τ -lepton
and ‘xe‘ for Emiss

T

• suffix ‘i‘ for an isolation requirement

• suffix ‘loose‘, ‘medium‘ or ‘tight‘ for the identification quality and

• a capital letter to indicate a L1 condition while small letters indicate a HLT re-
quirement [44].

An example is the trigger EF_e10_medium_mu6 which asks for at least one electron
with pT ≥ 10GeV which is identified with medium quality and for at least one muon with
pT ≥ 6GeV in an event on EF level. This would be seeded by the signature EM5_MU0
in the first trigger level where the cluster in the electromagnetic calorimeter needs to

1σ: standard deviation from noise
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6.2 Notation

have pT ≥ 5GeV and there are yet no requirements on the demanded pT of the muon.
Luminosity blocks are subdivisions of a data-taking run and during a luminosity block
the trigger menu is unchanged [44].
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7. Efficiency Studies

The analysis in the 0-lepton channel uses trigger signatures asking for minimum trans-
verse momenta of the jets and missing transverse energy in an event. Recording data
in 2010 was still possible in a commission mode - e.g. there was no need to run the jet
algorithm at EF Level to achieve a storable event rate1. The peak luminosity in 2010
was only 2.1·1032 cm−2s−1, see figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1.: Peak luminosity per day in the year 2010 [51]

For early data-taking runs in 2010 it was recommended to use L2_j70 and EF_xe25 in
the analysis for which the jet threshold was seeded by L1_J55. For luminosities higher
than ∼ 1.5·1031cm−2s−1 the signature became EF_j75_jetNoEF_EFxe25_noMu [50].
In consideration of the further increasing luminosity there is the constraint to think

of stronger trigger signatures to avoid prescaling. In August 2011 the peak luminos-
ity already equalled 2.37·1033 cm−2s−1 [51]. In total a bandwidth of in average 200Hz,

1The abbreviation for this circumstance is ‘jetNoEF‘ in the trigger signature variable.
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7.1 Analysis in 0-Lepton Channel with 2011 Data

maximally 600Hz, for the data recording is available meaning that the data taking rate
needs to be constrained by adjusting the trigger configurations. In doing so, the ultimate
ambition is always not to loose signal for supersymmetric events.

7.1. Analysis in 0-Lepton Channel with 2011 Data
To search for supersymmetric events in ATLAS data, recommendations are concluded
from many evaluations of the detector output. In the following, the Monte Carlo simu-
lated SUSY signal is produced by HERWIG for the mSUGRA point SU4. SU4 corre-
sponds to a low mass point close to the Tevatron bound withm0 =200GeV,m1/2 =160GeV,
A0 =0, tanβ=50 and µ>0 [44]. Real data of period D of 2011 ATLAS data corre-
sponding to an integrated luminosity of

∫
L dt=157 pb−1 is also analysed. The data was

skimmed by triggering on jets, τ -leptons2 and Emiss
T resulting in the JetTauEtmiss trig-

ger stream.

The following description of the event selection is taken from [52] and [53].

• In the analysis only luminosity blocks from ATLAS data taking periods, so-called
runs, which are well understood and where the detector worked reliably are used.
The SUSY good-run list version ‘DetStatus-v18-pro08-04‘ for 2011 ATLAS data is
involved in this thesis.

• A special trigger signature must be fulfilled. For the 0-lepton channel the recom-
mendation is to ask for EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu. There must be
at least one jet with pT ≥ 75GeV and at least 45GeV of Emiss

T at EF Level. For
computing Emiss

T no muons were included. The suffix ‘loose‘ means that the sig-
nature was seeded by L1_J50_XE20 on the first trigger level. ‘EFFS‘ stands for
‘full scan at EF Level‘ while ‘a4tc‘ denotes that jet building based on geometrical
tower-clustering was taken instead of the one which is based on topological clus-
ters. The topological clustering was introduced later in jet triggers as it implies
better robustness against pile-up.

• Events containing a ‘bad‘ jet are rejected. A bad jet is likely to not be initiated
by the proton-proton collision but from spikes in the hadronic end caps, coherent
noise in the electromagnetic calorimeter, cosmic rays or beam background. For

2Very massive τ -leptons have a small lifetime of (290.6±1.0)·10−15 s [7] and decay mainly hadronically
[10]; therefore they are triggered by jets.
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7.1 Analysis in 0-Lepton Channel with 2011 Data

this reason cuts are applied on energy fractions in the calorimeters, on timing
information or on the ratio of the sum over all pT of tracks associated to the jets
over the calibrated jet pt. This results in the identification of bad jets with loose
(0-lepton channel), medium or tight quality [54].

• Only events are considered where the primary vertex has at least four good tracks
to make sure that there was a collision.

• Beginning with run 180614 in period G of 2011 data, 6 front end boards (FEBs)
out of 1524 were lost. FEBs receive the RAW liquid-argon calorimeter signal and
perform the analogue processing [25]. The outage causes lower jet response for jets
pointing at this ‘hole‘3 in the calorimeter. As a consequence for later runs events
are no more analysed if (in the 0-lepton channel) one of their four leading jets with
pT >40GeV is affected. Another solution is to consider a missing energy estimated
using cell level correction based on neighbouring cells, and jet level correction based
on Monte Carlo simulations [55].

Objects are selected from the electron, jet and muon containers of the DPD.

• Electrons must be reconstructed by the standard cluster-based algorithm with
medium quality. Their transverse momentum must be larger than 20GeV and
they must be detected in a pseudorapidity range |η|<2.47. Energy rescaling is
applied. They may not touch a dead optical transmitter. Electrons not fulfilling
these criteria are no more considered as leptons for the analysis.

• The anti-kT algorithm was used on topological clusters to reconstruct jets with
the radius variable R=0.4. JES calibration was applied to jets reconstructed at
electromagnetic scale. Further requirements on a jet are pT >20GeV and |η|<2.8
in order to be considered in the analysis. A jet is rejected if it overlaps with an
electron. The overlap is defined by the cone variable ∆R<0.2 to describe the
distance between both objects in the η-φ plane.

• Muons of loose reconstruction quality are selected with the STACO algorithm and
thus need to be either a combination of tracks in the ID and the muon spectrometer
or of a track in the ID associated with fragments in the muon spectrometer. On
top of this cuts on momentum and pseudorapidity are recommended: pT>20GeV
and |η|<2.4.

3A jet points at the hole if its coordinates lie in -0.1< η<1.5 and -0.9<φ< -0.5.
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7.2 Trigger Studies

• MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et is the missing transverse energy computation to
be used in the 0-lepton channel analysis. For this variable in every event the
negative x and y components of the momenta of all selected objects are added.
Energy scaled jets with pT >20GeV, medium electrons with pT >10GeV and the
above muons are considered. Clusters which are not allocated to these objects
are included as ‘CellOut‘ term in the calculation. This formula summarizes the
calculation:

~Emiss =

Emiss
x

Emiss
y

=


−

∑
sel. jets

px −
∑

sel. electrons

px −
∑

sel.muons

px −
∑

CellOut

px

−
∑

sel. jets

py −
∑

sel. electrons

py −
∑

sel.muons

py −
∑

CellOut

py

 (7.1)

Emiss
T =

√
(Emiss

x )2 + (Emiss
y )2.

Leptons are vetoed if they overlap with a jet by ∆R<0.4 as it is probable that these
leptons exist due to a decay inside the jet.
The recommendations minimize the loss of signal but suppress fake objects, noise and
Standard Model background.

When analysing Monte Carlo simulated data some criteria are not applied: Bad jets
are not included and there is nothing like good run lists for MC data. Apart from that,
electron energy is smeared to reproduce the non-optimal energy resolution and the non-
linear detector response. The same applies to the pT of muons. If the muons are not
vetoed in the further analysis, events containing muons also need to be weighted accord-
ing to the reconstruction efficiency of these objects.

In the 0-lepton channel analysis all events still containing leptons after the object selec-
tion are rejected.

7.2. Trigger Studies

7.2.1. Introduction of Turn-on Curves

The efficiency ε when asking for the trigger EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu
can be calculated for each bin of the pT distribution of the leading jets or the Emiss

T

distribution. The number of events passing this requirement is divided by the number
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of all events. Plotting the efficiency results in a so-called turn-on curve for the variable
on the x-axis which is e.g. the pT of the leading jets or Emiss

T . The shape of the turn-on
curve allows to make statements about the correlation of the involved variables. To get
this information at a glance, the turn-on curve is fit with the following equation which
describes the shape of the curve very well:

f(x, p0, p1, p2) = p0

1 + 81
p1−x

p2

(7.2)

The number 81 in the denominator makes it possible to obtain the characteristics of the
shape of the curve from the fitting parameters. The parameter p0 states the value of the
efficiency where the plateau levels off. The x-value for which the efficiency reaches the
half of the plateau is given by p1. The ∆x corresponding to the rise of the efficiency from
10% to 90% of the plateau is indicated by p2.
In figure 7.2 the efficiency when asking for EF_xe70_noMu is shown with Emiss

T at EF
Level on the x-axis.

Figure 7.2.: Turn-on curve for EF_xe70_noMu with Emiss
T at EF Level on the x-axis.

The statistic box shows the fitting parameters.

The Emiss
T is calculated without muons. This plot serves as an example for the fit which

is done by the red line. For the turn-on curve in figure 7.2 this means that the plateau is
at 99%, ∼ 50% are reached for Emiss

T ≈ 74GeV and the efficiency rises in the region from
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∼ 73GeV to ∼ 74 GeV. The sudden rise of the turn-on curve at almost the same value
which the trigger uses for cutting expresses a very strong, almost perfect correlation of
the variable on the x-axis and the variable used for triggering. The values for the fit
parameters are also shown in the statistic box of the plot.

This generic, almost ‘ideal‘ turn-on curve is shown to introduce the method of deducing
information about the correlation of the variable shown on the x-axis and the variable
the trigger uses to cut on.

The parameter xplateau indicates for which x-value the curve begins the plateau. It is
customary to make a recommendation for only using an event in the analysis if the x-
axis variable of this event is higher than xplateau. Events are therefore also rejected in the
0-lepton channel if the pT of the leading jet is smaller than 130GeV and if the missing
transverse energy is smaller than 130GeV. The leading jet is the jet with the highest
transverse momentum. This is motivated in the plots shown in figure 7.3 for the pT .
The Muon stream4 in real data is used and Emiss

T >130GeV is required. For Emiss
T the

MET_LocHadTopo_et algorithm is picked - it uses the cells in the topological clusters
and a local hadronic calibration is applied [52]. No muons enter the computation of
MET_LocHadTopo_et. EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS is the sample trigger for the denominator
when computing the efficiencies.

ε = N events passing EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu

N events passing EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS (7.3)

In this turn-on curve, the plateau is reached at ε=99%, the half of the plateau is reached
for pT =107GeV and the p2 fit parameter equals 18GeV.

The plot in figure 7.4 shows the efficiency for Emiss
T =MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et

in the JetTauEtmiss stream when the pT of the leading jet exceeds 130GeV.

ε = N events passing EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu

N events before triggering
(7.4)

This time the plateau is reached for ε= p0 =100%, p1 equals 63GeV and the rise is
slower, which is also indicated by p2 =45GeV.

4The corresponding trigger signature is EF_mu18 : the muon must have at least 18GeV of transverse
momentum at EF level.
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Looking at the plots 7.3 and 7.4 the plateau begins both times at xplateau≈ 130GeV,
illustrated by the vertical blue lines.
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Figure 7.3.: Efficiency for EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu. The leading jet pT
is shown on the x-axis for real data. The vertical blue line illustrates at which x- value
the plateau begins.
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at which x-value the plateau begins.
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7.2.2. Agreement of Online and Offline Variables

For the trigger signature EF_jXX a cut on the offline jet pT will be performed in the
following study and instead of the EF |η| the offline |η| will be shown since the EF and
offline jet algorithms are very similar. The jet variables on EF Level are not stored in
the DPD.
A check on the agreement of the online and offline variables seems reasonable to assure
that cutting on the online pT and |η| of the leading jet and on online Emiss

T is trustworthy.
The correlation of the leading offline jet pT and the leading L2 jet pT is shown on the left-
hand side in figure 7.5 for real data. The correlation of the according pseudorapidities is
shown on the right-hand side. Both distributions feature strong correlation thus the use
of online jet variables for triggering is reliable. The plots for MC simulated data can be
found in figure B.1 in the appendix. The simulated online and offline jet variables are
also very similar.
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Figure 7.5.: Real data: Distribution of the leading L2 jet pT versus leading offline jet
pT (left) and distribution of the according |η| variables (right). Both distributions are
normalized to 1.

The requirements on Emiss
T have to be fulfilled on EF Level. A check on the correlation of

the Emiss
T on EF Level versus Emiss

T offline (MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et) is shown
in figure 7.6 for MC simulated data. Both Emiss

T variables are computed not including
muons and are definitely correlated - therefore the requirement on Emiss

T on EF level
can be seen as an analogue requirement on offline Emiss

T . This is valid for both Monte
Carlo simulated signal and real data. The plot for real data can be found in figure B.2 in
the appendix where the correlation is also visible. Some values are indeed very different,
e.g. in the right lower region of the plot in B.2. This observation will be elaborated in
chapter 8.
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Figure 7.6.: MC simulated signal: Distribution of Emiss
T at EF Level versus Emiss

T offline
(MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et). The distribution is normalized to 1.

7.2.3. Centrality of the Supersymmetric Signal

Looking at characteristic parameters of the final state particles in a supersymmetric
event, one thing attracts attention.
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Figure 7.7.: Distribution of the absolute value of the pseudorapidity of the leading L2
jets for real data (orange) and MC simulated SU4 signal (purple). The distributions are
each normalized to 1.
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The plot in figure 7.7 shows the distribution of the absolute value of the pseudorapidity
|η| of the leading jet in every event both for simulated supersymmetric signal (SU4)
(purple) and real data (orange). It strikes the eye that the leading jets in supersym-
metric events very often point at right angle to the beam axis which corresponds to
rather small |η| values. This is quite contrary to the real data events containing mostly
Standard Model background where the |η| of the leading jet is more isotropic. This es-
tablishes the idea of cutting on the pseudorapidity of jets to decrease the data rate and
to preserve a high efficiency for SUSY signal at the same time.

The 2011 trigger baseline contains the signature EF_j75_xe45 and one of the ways
considered to control the rate at higher luminosity would be to rise the Emiss

T threshold
from 45GeV to 55GeV or even 60GeV while the pT of the leading jet must be > 75GeV.
This is the starting point for an evaluation of the behaviour of the data rates and the
trigger efficiencies when putting demands on the pseudorapidity of one or two jets in an
event.

7.2.3.1. Stepwise Pseudorapidity at Trigger Level 1

At the first trigger level the pseudorapidity is computed only in a stepwise manner.
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Figure 7.8.: Distribution of |η| for leading jets on L1 (orange), L2 (purple) and offline
(green) (=EF). The distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 7.8 shows the |η| distribution of the leading jets at L1 (orange), L2 (purple) and
EF (green) (= offline) in real data.
At L2 and EF Level some peaks at |η| ≈ 0.5, 1.2, 1.9 and 2.6 are still noticeable which

run parallel to the entries of the L1 |η| distribution. Those peaks are probably due to
the fact that the pseudorapidity of the L1 jets is simply adopted for L2 jets without
recalculation. The shape of the |η| distribution depends in general from geometrical
aspects, detector resolution and jet calibration.

7.2.3.2. Baseline Trigger Signature

The requirement on |η| can not be implemented at the first trigger level due to techni-
cal reasons because only badly resolved, discrete values of η are available. To decrease
the trigger rate, the pseudorapidity of the leading jet at L2 can however be used; it is
required to be in some special range. It is reasonable to only let events pass where the
leading L2 jet fulfils pT >75GeV and |η|<2.7, |η|<2.2, |η|<1.7, |η|<1.2 and |η|<1.0.
As EF_j75 is seeded by L2_j70 and L1_J50, an event has to pass all these trigger
signatures and there must be no prescaling before evaluating the value of |η| at L2.
Because of the possibility of changing the EF_xe criterion this option will be checked in
addition, resulting in the trigger chains L1_J50_L2_j70_|η|xx_EF_j75_xeXX where
xx denotes the upper value of the absolute value of the pseudorapidity of a jet and XX
the minimum value of Emiss

T .

In the following centrality study no preselections except for asking for good runs in
the JetTauEtmiss stream of real data and applying the introduced trigger signatures are
performed as the data rate would include all events.

The number of events passing the above trigger is compared to the number of events
passing EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_jetNoEF_EFxe25_noMu (with the implicit requirement
that |η|<3.2 which is already included in L2_j70 ) to get comparable efficiency rates
for the SU4 MC sample, see equation (7.5). To get an idea of the data rate in which the
evaluated trigger configurations would result, the number of events passing the above
trigger is compared to the number of events passing EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_-
noMu. This ratio is multiplied with the data rate at EF Level corresponding to EF_-
j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu which is 15Hz for the instantaneous luminosity of
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1033 cm−2s−1. The data rate is calculated according to equation (7.6) [56].

ε = N events passing L1_J50_L2_j70_|η|xx_EF_j75_xeXX
N events passing EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_jetNoEF_EFxe25_noMu

(7.5)

data rate = N events passing L1_J50_L2_j70_|η|xx_EF_j75_xeXX
N events passing EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu

· 15Hz
(7.6)

The plot in figure 7.9 shows the data rate indicated by colour on the z-axis for the cut on
|η| of the leading L2 jet (x-axis) and the Emiss

T at EF Level (y-axis). The corresponding
numbers are listed in table 7.1. Figure 7.10 shows the efficiency for the SU4 signal in
the same style and the efficiencies are also given in table 7.2.

This study pursues the goal of decreasing the data rate by at least a factor of three
and sustaining a signal efficiency which is not lower than the one for the baseline trigger
configuration; a trigger signature which means that the efficiency becomes substantially
smaller than 90% will therefore not be taken into consideration.
Loosening the requirement on EF_xe with respect to xe45 makes the data-rates with
20 - 60Hz significantly higher than the initial 15Hz. Only for EF_xe>40GeV with
additional requirements on |η| the data rate becomes < 15Hz. A significant decrease
of the data rate to < 5Hz can only be obtained when asking for EF_xe>50GeV. A
trigger signature involving EF_xe>50GeV means for the supersymmetric SU4 signal
a decrease of the efficiency to a maximum of 87%. A high efficiency of > 90% can only
be maintained for a cut on EF_xe not higher than 40GeV and still a large distribution
of the pseudorapidity of the L2 jets of |η|<2.7.
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Figure 7.9.: Data rate for real data indicated by colour on the logarithmic z-axis for the
trigger signature L1_J50_L2_j70_|η|xx_EF_j75_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of the
L2 jet (x-axis) and Emiss

T at EF Level (y-axis) are listed. The instantaneous luminosities
are L=2.44·1033 cm−2s−1 (period B) and 6.57·1033 cm−2s−1 (period D).

Data rate [Hz]
Trigger |η|<2.7 |η|<2.2 |η|<1.7 |η|<1.2 |η|<1.0
EF_xe80 0.71 0.64 0.5 0.4 0.34
EF_xe70 1.3 1.2 0.88 0.69 0.58
EF_xe60 3.0 2.5 1.8 1.4 1.2
EF_xe55 4.7 3.9 2.7 2.1 1.8
EF_xe50 8 6.5 4.4 3.4 2.8
EF_xe45 14 11 7.5 5.8 4.8
EF_xe40 19 15 10 7.8 6.5
EF_xe35 26 21 14 11 9.1
EF_xe30 35 28 19 15 13
EF_xe25 46 38 27 21 18
EF_xe20 58 48 35 27 23

Table 7.1.: Data rates for real data for the trigger signature L1_J50_L2_j70_|η|xx_-
EF_j75_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of the L2 jet and Emiss

T at EF Level are listed.
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Figure 7.10.: Efficiency for SU4 MC simulated data indicated by colour on the z-axis
for the trigger signature L1_J50_L2_j70_|η|xx_EF_j75_xeXX. Various demands on
|η| of the L2 jet (x-axis) and Emiss

T at EF Level (y-axis) are listed.

Efficiency [%]
Trigger |η|<2.7 |η|<2.2 |η|<1.7 |η|<1.2 |η|<1.0
EF_xe80 69 67 62 53 47
EF_xe70 75 73 68 58 51
EF_xe60 81 79 73 63 55
EF_xe55 84 82 76 65 57
EF_xe50 87 85 79 68 59
EF_xe45 90 88 81 70 62
EF_xe40 92 90 84 72 63
EF_xe35 95 93 86 74 65
EF_xe30 97 95 88 76 67
EF_xe25 99 97 90 77 68
EF_xe20 101 98 91 78 69

Table 7.2.: Efficiency for MC simulated SU4 signal for the trigger signature L1_J50_-
L2_j70_|η|xx_EF_j75_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of the L2 jet and Emiss

T at EF
Level are listed.
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In addition to demanding one jet at L2 pointing to a special |η| region the require-
ments can be made even more stringent by asking for two central jets in the event. Plots
show the resulting data rates and efficiencies in figure 7.11.
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Figure 7.11.: Data rate for real data (left) and efficiency for SU4 MC simulated data
(right) indicated by colour on the (logarithmic) z-axis for the trigger signature L1_-
J50_L2_j70_|η|xx_EF_j75_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of two L2 jets (x-axis)
and Emiss

T at EF Level (y-axis) are listed.

See tables A.1 and A.2 in the appendix for data rate and efficiency numbers. Now the
data rate becomes smaller than 15 Hz already for EF_xe>25GeV if stringent demands
on |η| like |η|<1.2 (14Hz) or |η|<1.0 (9.9Hz) are applied. At the baseline configura-
tion with EF_xe>45GeV the data rate is further decreased to a minimum of 2.9Hz
when asking for two jets pointing to |η|<1.0 This promising decrease of the data rate
unfortunately results in a sharp decrease of the SU4 signal efficiency to 43% for EF_-
xe>45GeV and |η|<1.0.
The data rate decreases less compared to the efficiency when requiring two central jets.
The data rate is e.g. lessened from 15Hz to 4.8Hz (≈ 32%) when requiring one cen-
tral jet with |η|<1.0 and EF_xe>45GeV and is only further decreased to still 2.9Hz
(≈ 60% of 4.8Hz) when requiring a second central jet. On the other hand is the efficiency
diminished to 62% for one central jet and further decreased to 43% (which is 69% from
62%) for the requirement of two central jets. In figure 7.12 on the right-hand side the
distribution of |η| of the leading L2 jet (orange) is very similar to the one of |η| of the
second leading jet (purple) for simulated MC data. The efficiency is therefore lessened
with the same factor when requiring two central jets compared to the requirement of one
central jet. On the left-hand side of figure 7.12 the distribution of |η| of the leading and
second leading L2 jets is different; the second leading jets are more central. Therefore
the data rate decreases less when requiring a second central jet.
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Since the efficiency never exceeds 90% for this trigger configurations with two central
jets when the data rate is lower than 15Hz, it is not reasonable to consider those for
decreasing the data rate.
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Figure 7.12.: Distribution of |η| of the leading (orange) and second leading (purple) L2
jets for real data (left) and MC simulated SUSY signal (right). The distributions are
normalized to 1.

7.2.3.3. Selection of the Trigger Jets

The leading L1 jet is chosen by just taking the L1 jet object with the highest pT , namely
the largest deposited energy in a window of 8×8 trigger towers. The correlation of η of
the first and η of the second leading jet at L1 for MC simulated data is plotted in figure
7.13.
Showing this figure is motivated by the fact that at L2 of the trigger the allocation of
the calorimeter clusters to the highest and second highest pT jet is sometimes wrong.
The jet collections on L2 seem to suffer from double counting of jet clusters which is
probably caused by several trigger signatures being evaluated in parallel and their output
dumped in the same trigger jet collection. η of the first and η of the second highest pT
jets are strongly correlated at L2 - a feature which is shown for MC data in figure 7.14
on the left-hand side. Obviously, the highest and the second highest pT jets use the same
calorimeter clusters with the same η coordinates.
The jets at L1 are therefore taken for orientation when looking for the leading and second
leading jets at L2. To make sure there is no cluster used twice in the L2 jets, it is more
reliable to choose those which have the smallest ∆R =

√
∆φ2 + ∆η2 to the leading and

second leading jets at L1.
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Figure 7.13.: MC simulated data: Distribution of η of the leading versus second leading
jet at L1 ordered by highest pT . The distribution is normalized to 1.
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Figure 7.14.: MC simulated data: Distribution of η of the leading versus second leading
jet at L2 ordered by highest pT (left) and chosen by smallest ∆R to L1 jets (right). Both
distributions are normalized to 1.

The plot on the right-hand side of figure 7.14 shows the η of the first and second leading
jet at L2 when the jets were determined by the smallest ∆R. The colour indicated
correlation is less strong and thus the check on ∆R was used.
In figure 7.15 the correlation of η of the first and of the second highest pT jets is shown
for real data (left). The effect of the ∆R check is less strong (right-hand side).
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Figure 7.15.: Real data: Distribution of η of the leading versus second leading jet on
L2 ordered by highest pT (left) and chosen by smallest ∆R to L1 jets with logarithmic
colour indication (right). Both distributions are normalized to 1.

7.2.3.4. Variation of the Jet Trigger Requirements

Next to the 2011 baseline trigger for the 0-lepton channel analysis two other trigger
chains were evaluated. EF_j55 is seeded by L1_J30 and L2_j50 while EF_j100 de-
mands L1_J75 and L2_j95 on the earlier trigger levels. The data rates and signal
efficiencies have been studied for the requirement on the centrality of the jets on L2 of
the trigger.

The trigger signatures for the looser jet requirement L1_J30_L2_j50_|η|xx_EF_j55_-
xeXX result as expected in slightly higher data rates than for the baseline trigger sig-
nature. For the data rates and efficiencies see table A.3 to A.6 and figures A.1 and A.2
in the appendix. Instead of 7.5Hz for |η |<1.7 after L1_J50_L2_j70_|η|xx_EF_j75_-
xeXX there are now 7.7Hz. Looking at the signal efficiencies computed from the MC
SU4 data, these remain higher with 88% instead of 81% for the reference point. The less
stringent requirement on the jet pT corresponding to EF_j55 results in a promising high
efficiency of > 97% and a data rate equal to 14Hz for EF_xe>45 GeV with |η|<2.7.
But here again the rate reduction to < 5Hz with EF_xe>50GeV and |η |<1.7 results
in a efficiency smaller than 85%. The rate reduction is attained analogously when asking
for 2 jets in a special |η| region.

The behaviour of the data rates and trigger efficiencies when asking for the tighter
L1_J75_L2_j95_|η|xx_EF_j100_xeXX comes as no surprise. For the data rates and
efficiencies see table A.7 to A.10 and figures A.3 and A.4 in the appendix. The data
rate does not exceed the 15Hz already for EF_xe>30GeV when asking for |η|<1.2 in
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addition (12 Hz). Requiring two jets in a special |η| region further drastically decreases
the data rate to 5.7Hz for EF_xe>45GeV and |η|<1.7. But the trigger efficiency for
SUSY signal is lowered to 62%, too.

7.3. Conclusion of Efficiency Studies
Implementing the idea of reducing Standard Model background when cutting on |η| of
leading jets shows that the data rate can indeed be decreased very much. But when
checking what those tight trigger signatures yield for the SUSY signal efficiencies, it
must be confessed that too much signal would be lost. For the baseline trigger signature,
the efficiency falls to ε<80% when the data rate is lowered to < 5Hz and becomes
even lower than 70% when asking for two central jets. Varying the jet requirement
in the trigger signature to EF_j55 respectively EF_j75 allows the same conclusion -
increasing the requirement on the jet pT to EF_j100 constrains the efficiency to values
which are lower than 80% already for EF_xe>45GeV (see table A.8) while ε is still at
> 90% for EF_j75.
Alternatively only considering trigger signatures which sustain a high signal selection
efficiency >90% translates in data rates marginally lower than 15Hz. Therefore it seems
not worthwhile to integrate the demand on the pseudorapidity of the jets in the trigger
algorithm as this implicates some technical effort.
It is more advisable to just raise the cut on Emiss

T in the trigger. From table 7.1 it becomes
apparent that the data rate decreases from 15Hz to ∼ 5Hz when the requirement on
Emiss
T is raised to 55GeV. At the same time the efficiency stays at ∼ 85%.
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8. Emiss
T Turn-on Curves

8.1. Turn-on Curves for the 2011 Baseline Trigger
Already mentioned in chapter 7.2.3 is the 2011 trigger baseline for the analysis of su-
persymmetric events which is EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu for triggering
on jets and Emiss

T . The turn-on curve for Emiss
T =MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et was

already shown in that previous chapter in figure 7.4 for the JetTauEtmiss stream. In
principal the turn-on curve should have the same behaviour also for the Muon stream
and the Egamma stream1.
For the Muon stream the turn-on is expected to be faster since the trigger uses Emiss

T

at EF Level which does not include muons in its computation but MET_Simplified20_-
RefFinal_et on the x-axis does. For a direct comparison the MET_Simplified20_RefFi-
nal_et is calculated without muons in the Muon stream. This is no issue in the other
streams because there an event does not need to have at least one muon in the final
state.
In figure 8.1 the turn-on curves for all three streams are shown. The following study and
all evaluations are made with real data of run period B and D of 2011 ATLAS data,
corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 165 pb−1. The object selection recommen-
dation for the 0-lepton channel is applied but not the lepton veto as this would result
in too low statistics. The leading jet must have pT>130GeV.
The turn-on for the Muon stream (green) is lying almost exactly on top of the one for the
JetTauEtmiss stream (orange). Both reach the plateau at 100% for Emiss

T ≈ 130GeV, al-
though the curve in theMuon stream is still a little bit faster for 60GeV<Emiss

T <130GeV.
However, since the offline cut is adjusted to be in the plateau region with Emiss

T >

130GeV, this small difference should not affect the analysis in any way. Curiously enough
the efficiency in the Egamma stream (purple) rises notably much slower. It reaches the
plateau only for Emiss

T ≈ 180GeV and does not reach 100%. The p1 and p2 values also
1The corresponding trigger signature is EF_e20_medium for the Egamma stream: the electron which is
identified with medium quality must have pT>20GeV at EF level. EF_mu18 is the trigger signature
for the Muon stream.
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differ very much compared to the ones of the other two curves: The Egamma stream
curve only reaches ε=50% for Emiss

T =100GeV, the other curves reach it much faster
at ∼ 60GeV.
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Figure 8.1.: Turn-on curves for EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu with MET_-
Simplified20_RefFinal_et on the x-axis in the JetTauEtmiss (orange), Muon (green)
and Egamma (purple) stream.

The comparison of the three trigger streams where the muons are included in the com-
putation of the Emiss

T in the Muons stream is shown in figure C.1 in the appendix where
the Muon stream turn-on curve is thus even faster.
There is no obvious reason for such a difference between the behaviours in the Jet-
TauEtmiss stream and the Egamma stream since MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et is
calculated including both the electron and jet objects of an event. As the plateau is
reached far beyond the offline cut, this behaviour could impact analyses for events con-
taining electrons (e.g. in control regions or lepton-based analysis relying on the Emiss

T

trigger) and should hence be studied in more details.

To check whether the difference in the turn-on curves of the streams is also visible
when another method of computing Emiss

T is used, the turn-on is also drawn for MET_-
RefFinal_et. Its algorithm is described below.
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8.1 Turn-on Curves for the 2011 Baseline Trigger

• Firstly the missing transverse energy is calculated from the calibrated calorimeter
cell energies and the stand-alone muons to avoid double-counting of the muons.

• The cryostat term is added to include the energy loss between the barrel calorime-
ters and the tile calorimeters [25].

• The redefinition of the missing transverse energy is done by associating each
calorimeter cell to the reconstructed electrons, photons, hadronically decaying τ -
leptons, jets and muons in the given order. The initial global calibration is also
replaced by the one of the individual objects. Remaining unassigned cells are glob-
ally calibrated and contribute to the Emiss

T , too [57].

To search for supersymmetric events, the MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et is used be-
cause in the offline analysis the jet calibration is done with the JES (see chapter 4.1.2).
The jet calibration used in the MET_RefFinal_et computation is a more elaborate one.
It is desirable to use the same calibration for both the Emiss

T and the offline jets in order
to compute coherent Meff values2 and to propagate the systematics in transparent way.
On theses grounds MET_RefFinal_et is not used a priori whereas it is closer to the
‘true‘ Emiss

T .

Since it is the turn-on curve in the Egamma stream which shows an unexplained be-
haviour for MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et, it is compared to the curve for MET_Ref-
Final_et also in the Egamma stream in figure 8.2.
The contribution of the muons in MET_RefFinal_et is replaced by the contribution
of the selected muons in the 0-lepton channel analysis because for MET_RefFinal_et
low-quality muons are used. The consequences of these different quality criteria still have
to be investigated.
Interestingly enough, the difference between the turn-on curves remains. The MET_-
RefFinal_et curve reaches the plateau for ∼ 130GeV even though the efficiency is not
at 100% yet. The rise with Emiss

T is faster, too, with a p1 fitting parameter equal to
70GeV and p2 =85GeV. Implying that the MET_RefFinal_et algorithm works fine,
there seems to be a problem in the calculation of MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et. The
turn-on curves for MET_RefFinal_et as a matter of fact all show the expected be-
haviour in the different trigger streams, see figure C.2 in the appendix.

2Meff is the sum of Emiss
T plus the scalar sum over the pT of N leading jets in an N-jet channel and

the scalar sum of the pT of the selected leptons (‘HT ‘)
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In the following, several checks will be made to get an idea of the difference between the
two Emiss

T variables and to find out what causes the too slow turn-on of MET_Simpli-
fied20_RefFinal_et in the Egamma stream.
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Figure 8.2.: Turn-on curves for EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu with MET_-
Simplified20_RefFinal_et (orange) and MET_RefFinal_et (purple) on the x- axis in
the Egamma stream.

8.2. Comparison between Emiss
T Algorithms

The turn-on curves show that there is a correlation between offline Emiss
T and the vari-

able the trigger uses, which is the Emiss
T at EF Level. To check whether the correlation of

MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et and Emiss
T at EF Level is indeed less strong compared

to the one of MET_RefFinal_et and Emiss
T at EF Level, these are plotted in figure 8.3.

On the left-hand side the colour-indicated correlation between MET_RefFinal_et and
EF_xe is clearly visible. Compared to that, the plot on the right-hand side demonstrates
that MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et and EF_xe can differ by higher values. In figure
8.4 the two variables MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et and MET_RefFinal_et are com-
pared directly to each other. The correlation is widely spread, sometimes the variables in
fact differ by O(100GeV). Hence, the assumption of significant variation in the Emiss

T al-
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gorithms is confirmed. The region with large values of MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et
while MET_RefFinal_et is very low leads to the problematic turn-on. This also means
that these events, which probably have low ‘true‘ Emiss

T , can potentially populate the
signal region.
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Figure 8.3.: Left: MET_RefFinal_et versus Emiss
T at EF Level; Right: MET_Simpli-

fied20_RefFinal_et versus Emiss
T at EF Level. The correlation is indicated by colour

(logarithmic scale). Both distributions are normalized to 1.
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Figure 8.4.:MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et versusMET_RefFinal_et. The correlation
is indicated by colour (logarithmic scale). The distribution is normalized to 1.
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8.2.1. Contribution of the Objects to Emiss
T

8.2.1.1. Contribution of the Photons

One thing which catches attention is the fact that MET_RefFinal_et also uses the
contribution of photons as opposed to MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et. It is possible
to add the photons in the calculation - there is even a variable in the DPD where their
contribution is already included. The resulting turn-on curve for MET_Simplified20_-
RefFinal_et (orange) considering photons is shown in figure 8.5. It is again compared
to the MET_RefFinal_et (purple) curve since it has the expected behaviour in the
Egamma stream.
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Figure 8.5.: Turn-on curves for EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu with MET_-
Simplified20_RefFinal_et plus photon contribution (orange) and MET_RefFinal_et
(purple) on the x-axis in the Egamma stream.

The curve for MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et with photons looks almost exactly the
same as the one in figure 8.2 and also only the fitting parameter p2 needs a small change
to 105GeV. Only some points around Emiss

T ≈ 200GeV are slightly shifted to higher ε.
Omitting the contribution of the photons seems not to be the issue.
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8.2.1.2. Difference between the Contributions

Both Emiss
T computations are based on summing over the pT of all objects in an event.

Therefore it is natural to compare the contributions of each category of objects with a
view to significant differences in order to explain the different behaviour of the turn-on
curves. The contribution of all jets, electrons, muons or the ‘CellOut‘ in an event are
accessible in the DPDs. The difference between the contributions of the selected electrons
to MET_RefFinal_et and to MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et is shown in figure 8.6 on
the left-hand side. The variables are called MET_RefEle_et and MET_Simplified20_-
RefEle_et. The contribution in principal just corresponds to

Emiss
T electrons =

√
(

∑
sel. electrons

px)2 + (
∑

sel. electrons

py)2. (8.1)

For electrons, there seems to be no difference. The check on the ‘CellOut‘ terms shows
a small difference of O(± 20 GeV), see figure 8.6 on the right-hand side, but this is too
small to explain the O(100GeV) seen in some cases.
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Figure 8.6.: Left: Difference between MET_Simplified20_RefEle_et and MET_-
RefEle_et. Right: Difference between MET_Simplified20_CellOut_et and MET_Cell-
Out_et. The distributions are normalized to 1.

On the other hand there is a substantial difference in the contributions of the jets to the
Emiss
T , expressed by (MET_Simplified20_RefJet_et - MET_RefJet_et), up to ± 60GeV

and sometimes even ± 100GeV. The distribution can be seen in figure 8.7. It is known
that the two algorithms use different jets and jet calibrations. However, the different
jets and jet calibrations can not be the cause of the problem, as was already shown
in figure 8.1: The turn-on curve for the JetTauEtmiss stream does not show a strange
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behaviour even if at least one high-pT jet in every event is required. Still, the different
jet contributions remain as a key to the cause of the problem.
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Figure 8.7.: Difference between MET_Simplified20_RefJet_et and MET_RefJet_et.
The distribution is normalized to 1.
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8.2.1.3. Contribution of the Electrons

Seeing that the turn-on curve for MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et only shows a weird
behaviour in the Egamma stream, the problem seems to have something to do with the
presence of an electron. The distribution of the contribution of the electrons to MET_-
Simplified20_RefFinal_et is shown in figure 8.8.
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Figure 8.8.: MET_Simplified20_RefEle_et is shown on the x-axis. The distribution is
normalized to 1.

The variable MET_Simplified20_RefEle_et clearly peaks at 0GeV: almost 10% of all
events do not contain any selected electrons at all; the triggering electron seems to be
rejected during the object selection. As a matter of fact, 99.5% of all the electrons in the
events which have sufficient pT and |η|<2.47 are rejected because they are not recon-
structed with medium quality, of the remaining electrons 17% are rejected because they
are not reconstructed by the standard cluster-based algorithm and all the rest touches a
dead optical transmitter or could not be reconstructed reliably. This is not surprising, as
the electron trigger algorithm is looser than the offline electron reconstruction algorithm.
The efficiency of MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et is at ∼ 8% for Emiss

T <20GeV in
the Egamma stream while the curves for the other two streams still have ε=0%. This
is clearly visible in figure 8.1. Requiring that the leading electron in an event must be
identified with medium quality adjusts the efficiency in the region with Emiss

T <20GeV,
see figure C.3 in the appendix.

Whether the rejection of the electrons has something to do with the weird behaviour
of the turn-on curve will be checked hereafter. Only events containing electrons which
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contribute at least 1GeV to MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et are selected. The turn-on
curve for MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et (orange) is again compared to the one for
MET_RefFinal_et (purple) in the Egamma stream in figure 8.9.
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Figure 8.9.: Turn-on curves for EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu with MET_-
Simplified20_RefFinal_et (orange) and MET_RefFinal_et (purple) on the x-axis in the
Egamma stream. Only events with MET_Simplified20_RefEle_et ≥ 1 GeV are used for
the MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et turn-on curve.

From the fit parameters only a slight change of the shape of the curve can be reported
- instead of at 100GeV the curve reaches ε≈ 50% now at 103GeV but the turn-on is as
slow as before, with p2 =110GeV.
The turn-on curve where on the other hand only events with MET_Simplified20_-
RefEle_et <1GeV are used, i.e. events not containing any electrons in the final state
after the object selection, is shown in figure 8.10. Again the orange curve shows the
efficiency for MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et for the trigger signature EF_j75_a4tc_-
EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu where this time no electrons contribute. The shape of the
curve changes very much, reaching the plateau at ε=100% for ≈ 130GeV. This is also
expressed in the fitting parameters - the turn-on is even faster than for MET_RefFi-
nal_et.
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Figure 8.10.: Turn-on curves for EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu with MET_-
Simplified20_RefFinal_et (orange) and MET_RefFinal_et (purple) on the x- axis in
the Egamma stream. Only events with MET_Simplified20_RefEle_et <1GeV are used
for the MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et turn-on curve.

The turn-on curve hence shows a good shape when no electrons are left in the event
after the preselection which could contribute to MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et. The
assumption that the weird behaviour of the turn-on curve in the Egamma stream is due
to the required electron seems to prove itself. Only for events containing electrons the
turn-on curve is much too slow.

The reconstruction of both the jet and electron objects uses information from the
calorimeters. To make sure that the calorimeter cells with energy deposition are al-
located only to one object, an overlap removal between electrons and jets is performed
(see chapter 7.1). Due to the possibility of wrong assignments in this procedure, the cor-
relation of MET_Simplified20_RefEle_et and MET_Simplified20_RefJet_et is checked
in figure 8.11.
Surprisingly, the plot in figure 8.11 suggests some correlation between the two vari-

ables. This means that the contribution of the jets as well as the one of the electrons
to MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et is very similar in many cases. The reason for this
could be an incorrect overlap removal - if a high pT object is counted both as an elec-
tron and as a jet, it dominates also both the contribution of the electrons and of the
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jets to MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et. This suspicion will be investigated in the next
chapter.
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Figure 8.11.: MET_Simplified20_RefEle_et versus MET_Simplified20_RefJet_et. The
correlation is indicated by colour (logarithmic scale). The distribution is normalized to
1.

8.3. Overlap Removal between Jets and Electrons

8.3.1. Example Event

The suspicion of incorrect overlap removal between jets and electrons is confirmed when
looking for example at an event which is randomly chosen in a Monte Carlo simu-
lated data sample. The sample used simulates the process Z0 →e+e− and requires that
three partons result from the interaction point. The electrons and jets contained in
event number 20209 of the mc10b p601 sample which is generated by ALPGEN [58] and
JIMMY [59] are listed in table 8.1. When comparing the coordinates of the electron with
index 0 and of the jet with index 0, they have almost the same η and φ, meaning that
both objects point in the same direction and therefore must contain the same calorimeter
cells. The overlap removal was not performed although ∆R equals only 0.01.
The information whether an object was used for the MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et
computation can be extracted from the DPD and if so, with which weight their x- and
y-momentum components enter the Emiss

T computation. Both the leading jet and the
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Index px [GeV] py [GeV] η φ [rad] used for weightx weighty
Emiss
T

Electrons
0 -55.87 67.19 1.56 2.26 yes 1.02 1.02
1 -14.00 -24.03 0.79 -2.10 no 0 0
2 1.03 -4.07 1.75 -1.32 no 0 0
3 16.66 -10.43 3.75 -0.56 no 0 0

Jets
0 -89.29 106.80 1.57 2.27 yes 0.94 0.95
1 -23.42 -40.31 0.85 -2.10 yes 1.03 1.03
2 39.06 -22.95 0.60 -0.53 yes 1.02 1.02
3 22.61 -14.28 3.76 -0.56 yes 1.01 1.00
4 7.85 -20.66 1.75 -1.21 yes 1.02 1.02
5 14.52 -1.52 1.69 -0.10 no 0 0
6 -2.09 14.11 -1.29 1.72 no 0 0
7 -8.16 -7.42 1.68 -2.40 no 0 0
8 -9.65 -3.39 -2.33 -2.80 no 0 0
9 9.66 -1.69 -2.20 -0.17 no 0 0
10 -9.36 0.37 1.97 3.10 no 0 0
11 -8.74 -2.28 1.47 -2.89 no 0 0
12 -4.83 5.57 -1.54 2.28 no 0 0
13 -3.59 -6.17 -1.07 -2.10 no 0 0

Table 8.1.: Attributes of electrons and jets in event 20209 of MC sample ZeeNp3.

leading electron which point in the same direction have been used for computing MET_-
Simplified20_RefFinal_et. MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et equals 108.46GeV in this
event while MET_RefFinal_et equals only 28.45GeV. The true Emiss

T is equal to 0 be-
cause in this simulated data there are no non-detectable objects assumed in the final
state. MET_RefFinal_et is much closer to the true Emiss

T and therefore again seems
more reliable.
From the DPD it is deduced that the jets contribute 37.75GeV to MET_Simplified20_-
RefFinal_et but 92.19GeV to MET_RefFinal_et.

In a ‘manual‘ overlap removal, the overlapping jet with index 0 is removed from MET_-
Simplified20_RefFinal_et, resulting in 110.51GeV for MET_Simplified20_RefJet_et -
that is much closer to the 92.19GeV of theMET_RefFinal_et jet component. The initial
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difference between the jet contributions of ∼ 55GeV shrinks to ∼ 18GeV. An improve-
ment is achieved.
The electron contribution to MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et and MET_RefFinal_et
is both times the same with 87.55GeV - in both algorithms the same electron collections
are used.

A reason for the large difference between the jet contributions to the different Emiss
T

variables is found. The overlap removal between electrons and jets, removing a jet if it
is found nearby an electron, is failing for some events. This was first shown in [60].

8.3.2. Reason for Incorrect Overlap Removal

There is no obvious explanation why the overlap removal fails in some events. Looking
at the Emiss

T computation in detail, however, shows why the overlap removal is different
in the two algorithms and does not cause trouble for MET_RefFinal_et.

• For the latter variable, the overlap removal is already done at cell level. A calorime-
ter cell is no more allocated to a jet if it is already assigned to an electron. This
computation is performed when producing the AOD on which the DPD are based.

• For MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et, the overlap removal is done with topological
clusters. For every electron, it is checked in envelopes whether clusters are found
in its vicinity. This is only done when producing the DPD.

Another consequence of the incorrect overlap removal which can make the difference
between the jet contributions to Emiss

T even larger, is the issue of scaling the energy of
those double-counted objects. An object which is treated as a jet has its energy scaled
up for the Emiss

T computation with respect to the same object treated as an electron
(see discussion about JES in chapter 4.1.2). A jet cluster is therefore multiplied with a
scale factor of ∼ 1.6. Jets entering the MET_RefFinal_et computation are on the other
hand calibrated according to their shape in the calorimeter.

It is shown in [61] that the incorrect overlap removal traces back to a technical bug
in the DPD production. The overlap removal regarding the Emiss

T computation in the
corresponding software- code is sometimes wrongly terminated, leading to a false assign-
ment of clusters to objects. This should be fixed in future DPD productions.
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8.3.3. Attempt to Fix Incorrect Overlap Removal

An attempt to fix the technical bug in a recalculation of MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_-
et during the analysis is proposed in [62]. It is based on the assumption that looking
only at the clusters in the calorimeters, those can be allocated either to an electron or
to a jet. Taking into account that electrons are reconstructed at electromagnetic scale
(e) and jets at the JES (or hadronic scale, h), it can be in principal assumed that

( e
h

)Emiss
T ele = −

∑
all sel.

pT jet − Emiss
T jet ≈ −

∑
overlapping

pT jet. (8.2)

To put it in words, it means that the transverse momenta of all selected jets which are
overlapping with an electron must correspond to the contribution of the electrons to
Emiss
T when considering e

h
, or otherwise they would correspond to the contribution of

the jets. The clustered energy depositions in the cells are either assigned to electrons or
to jets.
When the overlap removal is not performed, the above equation does no longer hold.
Now it happens that

( e
h

)Emiss
T ele > −

∑
overlapping

pT jet. (8.3)

There are not enough jets removed although they are overlapping with an electron and
thus the sum over their pT becomes smaller than the contribution of the electrons to
Emiss
T . An indicator is defined by the ratio of

|Emiss
T jet +−

∑
all

pT jet|

Emiss
T ele

(8.4)

which is equal to e
h
when there are no overlapping electrons and jets both contributing to

Emiss
T , but which becomes smaller than e

h
if the overlap removal failed. It is recommended

to assume e
h
≈ 1 for this decision. The fix now entails replacing the contributions by

MET_Simplified20_RefJet_etx→ −
∑
all

px jet − ( e
h

)Emiss
x ele , (8.5)

and
MET_Simplified20_RefJet_ety→ −

∑
all

py jet − ( e
h

)Emiss
y ele . (8.6)

e
h
is taken from a W→eν sample and varies from ∼ 1.9 for MET_Simplified20_RefEle_-

et ≤ 20GeV to ∼ 1.4 for MET_Simplified20_RefEle_et >100GeV.
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The method described above was implemented and the modified MET_Simplified20_-
RefFinal_et results in the turn-on curve shown in figure 8.12.
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Figure 8.12.: Turn-on curves for EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu with fixed
MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et (purple) and unaffected MET_Simplified20_RefFi-
nal_et (orange) on the x-axis in the Egamma stream. MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et
is modified when the overlap removal is believed to have failed.

The fixedMET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et (purple) is compared to the unaffectedMET_-
Simplified20_RefFinal_et (orange). The curves still lie pretty much on top of each other,
the one for the fixed variable is turning on only slightly faster with little higher p1 and
p2 fit values. The plateau is still reached only for Emiss

T >180GeV and the efficiency
does not level off at ε=100%. The fix based on MET_Simplified20_RefEle_et hardly
improves the shape of the turn-on curve. Only in rare occasions, in 3% of all events,
equation (8.4) becomes smaller than 1 and the fix is performed.

8.4. Emiss
T calculated at DPD Level

In the newest DPD productions (version p602 ), there is also a MET_RefFinal_et vari-
able calculated during the step AOD → DPD, namely MET_Egamma10NoTau_RefFi-
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nal_et3. Plotting the turn- on curve in the Egamma stream forMET_Egamma10NoTau_-
RefFinal_et results in the orange curve shown in figure 8.13.
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Figure 8.13.: Turn-on curves for EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu with MET_-
Egamma10NoTau_RefFinal_et (orange) and MET_RefFinal_et (purple) on the x- axis
in the Egamma stream.

It is compared to the one for MET_RefFinal_et (purple). So far the MET_RefFinal_et
computation was believed to be trustworthy but now it becomes apparent that this is
no longer the case when it was calculated during the DPD production. The curve for
MET_Egamma10NoTau_RefFinal_et turns on too slow with p1 ≈ 80GeV and p2 ≈ 110
GeV and reaches the plateau only for Emiss

T >180GeV.
MET_RefFinal_et is plotted versus MET_Egamma10NoTau_RefFinal_et in figure
8.14. The two variables can differ very much even if they are expected to give approxi-
mately the same value.

Already mentioned in chapter 8.3.2 is the difference of the MET_RefFinal_et and
the MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et algorithms concerning the overlap removal pro-
cedure. The different entities which are involved in the overlap removal are actually
the only difference between MET_RefFinal_et and MET_Egamma10NoTau_RefFi-

3Egamma10 refers to electrons with pT >10 GeV which are used for the Emiss
T calculation and no

τ -leptons were used.
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nal_et - the MET_RefFinal_et algorithm still accesses the information from the ESDs
and assures that no calorimeter cells are included in more than one object. MET_-
Egamma10NoTau_RefFinal_et by contrast can only allocate the topological clusters to
the electrons and jets because it can only demand data from the AODs where informa-
tion about single calorimeter cells is no more stored.

In [63] some events were checked where the Emiss
T calculated during the DPD pro-

duction is very different to the one calculated during the AOD production. These
events serve as examples where MET_RefFinal_et is very high in contrary to MET_-
Egamma10NoTau_RefFinal_et, corresponding to the left upper area in the plot in figure
8.14.
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Figure 8.14.: MET_RefFinal_et versus MET_Egamma10NoTau_RefFinal_et. The dis-
tribution is normalized to 1.

Replacing the weighted pT of the electron by the pT of the jet shifts the Emiss
T variables

computed during the DPD production much closer to MET_RefFinal_et. The electron
is in general less extensive compared to the jet and in addition has a weight smaller than
1. It seems like in this case, the overlap removal overdoes: a jet is completely removed if
it contains more cells than the electron which is kept.
Various checks reveal also a deficiency concerning the weights of the electrons and the
overlap-removed jets. Overlapping, but removed jets do not enter MET_Simplified20_-
RefFinal_et orMET_Egamma10NoTau_RefFinal_et, meaning they have a weight equal
to 0. In [63] it is shown that those jets have a weight > 0 when computing MET_Ref-
Final_et. The energy discrepancy is indeed taken into account. Since the removed jets
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can have a very high pT , this explains why there can be such disagreement between the
Emiss
T variables computed at different levels in the data chain.

8.5. Conclusion of Emiss
T -Turn-on Curves

The turn-on curve in the Egamma stream for the Emiss
T variable MET_Simplified20_-

RefFinal_et shows a strange behaviour as it turns on much too slow compared to the
other trigger streams and to MET_RefFinal_et. It is recommended to use MET_Sim-
plified20_RefFinal_et in the 0-lepton channel analysis. The two Emiss

T algorithms differ
significantly but are not expected to do so. The deviations can be ascribed to the jets
which enter the Emiss

T computation because MET_RefFinal_et has a very different con-
tribution from jets. Also the electrons seem to be an issue since the turn-on is too slow
in the events where an electron is required in the final state. The turn-on is also too slow
in events where electrons contribute more than 1GeV to Emiss

T .

It became apparent that the overlap removal for an electron and a jet using the same cell
clusters sometimes fails when computing MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et. The attempt
to fix this problematic assignment of clusters to electrons or jets does not lead to the
favoured turn-on curve. The jets and electrons are differently calibrated and weighted,
and jets in general use broader clusters - therefore it seems not possible to solve the
problem on the basis of DPD data samples.

Further checks including the information that can be deduced only from AODs about
objects which enter MET_RefFinal_et show, that parts of the electron and jet clusters
are not taken into account for the MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et computation. The
weights for the overlapping and removed jets are different even for the sameMET_RefFi-
nal_et, depending on whether it was performed during the AOD or the DPD production.
Hence, it can only be recommended to use the reliable MET_RefFinal_et variable when
it was computed during the AOD production. Another idea is of course to further in-
vestigate the origin of the problem that sometimes the weights of the jets are dropped
out when computing MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et for the DPD. The latter seems to
be a technical problem. The details of the allocation of topological clusters to objects
during the overlap removal is the troublemaker.
The Emiss

T performance group has been made aware of the issues evidenced in this thesis
and a first version of the debugged code should be made available soon.
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Data rate [Hz]
Trigger |η|<2.7 |η|<2.2 |η|<1.7 |η|<1.2 |η|<1.0
EF_xe80 0.69 0.6 0.43 0.29 0.22
EF_xe70 1.3 1.1 0.77 0.5 0.37
EF_xe60 2.9 2.4 1.6 1.0 0.74
EF_xe55 4.7 3.8 2.4 1.5 1.1
EF_xe50 7.9 6.2 3.9 2.4 1.8
EF_xe45 14 11 6.6 4.1 2.9
EF_xe40 18 14 8.8 5.4 3.9
EF_xe35 25 20 12 7.4 5.3
EF_xe30 34 26 16 10 7.3
EF_xe25 45 35 22 14 9.9
EF_xe20 56 45 28 17 13

Table A.1.: Data rates for real data for the trigger signature L1_J50_L2_j70_-
|η|xx_EF_j75_xeXX.Various demands on |η| of two L2 jets and Emiss

T at EF Level
are listed. The instantaneous luminosities are L=2.44·1033 cm−2s−1 (period B) and
6.57·1033 cm−2s−1 (period D).

Efficiency [%]
Trigger |η|<2.7 |η|<2.2 |η|<1.7 |η|<1.2 |η|<1.0
EF_xe80 67 64 55 41 32
EF_xe70 74 70 60 45 35
EF_xe60 79 75 65 48 38
EF_xe55 82 78 67 50 40
EF_xe50 85 81 70 52 41
EF_xe45 88 84 72 54 43
EF_xe40 91 86 74 55 44
EF_xe35 93 88 76 57 45
EF_xe30 95 90 78 58 46
EF_xe25 97 92 80 59 47
EF_xe20 99 94 81 60 48

Table A.2.: Efficiency for MC simulated SU4 signal for the trigger signature L1_J50_-
L2_j70_|η|xx_EF_j75_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of two L2 jets and Emiss

T at EF
Level are listed.
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Data rate [Hz]
Trigger |η|<2.7 |η|<2.2 |η|<1.7 |η|<1.2 |η|<1.0
EF_xe80 0.74 0.67 0.53 0.42 0.36
EF_xe70 1.4 1.2 0.92 0.73 0.61
EF_xe60 3.1 2.6 1.9 1.5 1.2
EF_xe55 4.9 4.1 2.8 2.2 1.8
EF_xe50 8.2 6.6 4.5 3.5 2.9
EF_xe45 14 11 7.7 5.9 4.9
EF_xe40 19 15 10 8.0 6.7
EF_xe35 27 22 15 11 9.5
EF_xe30 36 29 20 16 13
EF_xe25 49 40 28 22 19
EF_xe20 63 53 38 30 25

Table A.3.: Data rates for real data for the trigger signature L1_J30_L2_j50_-
|η|xx_EF_j55_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of the L2 jet and Emiss

T at EF Level
are listed. The instantaneous luminosities are L=2.44·1033 cm−2s−1 (period B) and
6.57·1033 cm−2s−1 (period D).

Efficiency [%]
Trigger |η|<2.7 |η|<2.2 |η|<1.7 |η|<1.2 |η|<1.0
EF_xe80 71 69 64 55 48
EF_xe70 78 76 71 61 53
EF_xe60 85 83 77 66 58
EF_xe55 89 87 81 69 61
EF_xe50 93 91 84 72 63
EF_xe45 97 95 88 75 66
EF_xe40 101 98 91 78 69
EF_xe35 104 102 94 81 71
EF_xe30 108 105 97 84 74
EF_xe25 111 108 100 86 76
EF_xe20 114 111 103 88 78

Table A.4.: Efficiency for MC simulated SU4 signal for the trigger signature L1_J30_-
L2_j50_|η|xx_EF_j55_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of the L2 jet and Emiss

T at EF
Level are listed.
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Data rate [Hz]
Trigger |η|<2.7 |η|<2.2 |η|<1.7 |η|<1.2 |η|<1.0
EF_xe80 0.72 0.63 0.45 0.3 0.23
EF_xe70 1.4 1.1 0.8 0.52 0.39
EF_xe60 3.0 2.5 1.6 1.0 0.77
EF_xe55 4.8 3.9 2.5 1.6 1.1
EF_xe50 8.0 6.3 4.0 2.5 1.8
EF_xe45 14 11 6.8 4.1 3
EF_xe40 19 15 9 5.5 4
EF_xe35 26 20 13 7.7 5.5
EF_xe30 35 28 17 10 7.6
EF_xe25 47 37 23 14 10
EF_xe20 60 48 31 19 14

Table A.5.: Data rates for real data for the trigger signature L1_J30_L2_j50_-
|η|xx_EF_j55_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of two L2 jets and Emiss

T at EF Level
are listed. The instantaneous luminosities are L=2.44·1033 cm−2s−1 (period B) and
6.57·1033 cm−2s−1 (period D).

Efficiency [%]
Trigger |η|<2.7 |η|<2.2 |η|<1.7 |η|<1.2 |η|<1.0
EF_xe80 69 66 57 42 33
EF_xe70 76 73 63 47 37
EF_xe60 84 79 68 51 40
EF_xe55 87 83 71 53 42
EF_xe50 91 86 74 55 44
EF_xe45 95 90 77 58 46
EF_xe40 99 93 80 60 47
EF_xe35 102 97 83 62 49
EF_xe30 106 100 86 64 51
EF_xe25 109 103 88 66 52
EF_xe20 112 106 91 67 54

Table A.6.: Efficiency for MC simulated SU4 signal for the trigger signature L1_J30_-
L2_j50_|η|xx_EF_j55_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of two L2 jets and Emiss

T at EF
Level are listed.
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Figure A.1.: Data rate for real data (left) and efficiency for SU4 MC simulated data
(right) indicated by colour on the (logarithmic) z-axis for the trigger signature L1_-
J30_L2_j50_|η|xx_EF_j55_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of the L2 jet (x-axis) and
Emiss
T at EF Level (y-axis) are listed.
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Figure A.2.: Data rate for real data (left) and efficiency for SU4 MC simulated data
(right) indicated by colour on the (logarithmic) z-axis for the trigger signature L1_-
J30_L2_j50_|η|xx_EF_j55_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of two L2 jets (x-axis)
and Emiss

T at EF Level (y-axis) are listed.
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Data rate [Hz]
Trigger |η|<2.7 |η|<2.2 |η|<1.7 |η|<1.2 |η|<1.0
EF_xe80 0.6 0.54 0.42 0.33 0.28
EF_xe70 1.2 1.0 0.76 0.59 0.49
EF_xe60 2.6 2.2 1.6 1.2 1.0
EF_xe55 4.2 3.5 2.4 1.9 1.6
EF_xe50 7.0 5.7 3.9 3.0 2.5
EF_xe45 12 9.5 6.4 4.9 4.1
EF_xe40 16 13 8.5 6.6 5.5
EF_xe35 21 17 12 9.1 7.6
EF_xe30 28 23 16 12 10
EF_xe25 36 30 21 17 14
EF_xe20 44 37 27 21 18

Table A.7.: Data rates for real data for the trigger signature L1_J75_L2_j95_-
|η|xx_EF_j100_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of the L2 jet and Emiss

T at EF Level
are listed. The instantaneous luminosities are L=2.44·1033 cm−2s−1 (period B) and
6.57·1033 cm−2s−1 (period D).

Efficiency [%]
Trigger |η|<2.7 |η|<2.2 |η|<1.7 |η|<1.2 |η|<1.0
EF_xe80 62 61 57 48 42
EF_xe70 67 65 61 52 46
EF_xe60 71 69 65 55 49
EF_xe55 73 72 67 57 50
EF_xe50 75 74 68 59 52
EF_xe45 77 75 70 60 53
EF_xe40 79 77 72 62 54
EF_xe35 80 78 73 63 55
EF_xe30 81 80 74 64 56
EF_xe25 82 81 75 64 57
EF_xe20 83 82 76 65 57

Table A.8.: Efficiency for MC simulated SU4 signal for the trigger signature L1_J75_-
L2_j95_|η|xx_EF_j100_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of the L2 jet and Emiss

T at EF
Level are listed.
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Data rate [Hz]
Trigger |η|<2.7 |η|<2.2 |η|<1.7 |η|<1.2 |η|<1.0
EF_xe80 0.58 0.51 0.37 0.25 0.19
EF_xe70 1.1 0.98 0.68 0.44 0.33
EF_xe60 2.6 2.2 1.4 0.9 0.66
EF_xe55 4.2 3.4 2.2 1.4 1.0
EF_xe50 6.9 5.5 3.5 2.1 1.6
EF_xe45 12 9.1 5.7 3.5 2.5
EF_xe40 15 12 7.5 4.6 3.3
EF_xe35 21 16 10 6.2 4.5
EF_xe30 27 22 14 8.3 6
EF_xe25 35 28 18 11 8
EF_xe20 43 35 23 14 10

Table A.9.: Data rates for real data for the trigger signature L1_J75_L2_j95_|η|xx_-
EF_j100_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of two L2 jets and Emiss

T at EF Level
are listed. The instantaneous luminosities are L=2.44·1033 cm−2s−1 (period B) and
6.57·1033 cm−2s−1 (period D).

Efficiency [%]
Trigger |η|<2.7 |η|<2.2 |η|<1.7 |η|<1.2 |η|<1.0
EF_xe80 61 58 50 37 29
EF_xe70 66 63 54 40 32
EF_xe60 70 67 58 43 34
EF_xe55 72 69 59 44 35
EF_xe50 74 71 61 46 36
EF_xe45 76 72 62 47 37
EF_xe40 77 74 64 48 38
EF_xe35 79 75 65 49 38
EF_xe30 80 76 66 49 39
EF_xe25 81 77 67 50 39
EF_xe20 82 78 68 51 40

Table A.10.: Efficiency for MC simulated SU4 signal for the trigger signature L1_J75_-
L2_j95_|η|xx_EF_j100_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of two L2 jets and Emiss

T at
EF Level are listed.
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Figure A.3.: Data rate for real data (left) and efficiency for SU4 MC simulated data
(right) indicated by colour on the (logarithmic) z-axis for the trigger signature L1_-
J75_L2_j95_|η|xx_EF_j100_xeXX. . Various demands on |η| of the L2 jet and Emiss

T

at EF Level (y-axis) are listed.
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Figure A.4.: Data rate for real data (left) and efficiency for SU4 MC simulated data
(right) indicated by colour on the (logarithmic) z-axis for the trigger signature L1_-
J75_L2_j95_|η|xx_EF_j100_xeXX. Various demands on |η| of two L2 jets (x-axis)
and Emiss

T at EF Level (y-axis) are listed.
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Figure B.1.: MC simulated signal: Distribution of the leading L2 jet pT versus leading
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Figure B.2.: Real data: Distribution of Emiss
T at EF Level versus Emiss

T offline (MET_-
Simplified20_RefFinal_et). The distribution is normalized to 1.
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Figure C.1.: Turn-on curves for EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu with MET_-
Simplified20_RefFinal_et on the x-axis in the JetTauEtmiss (orange),Muon (green) and
Egamma (purple) stream. This time the muons have been included in the computation
of MET_Simplified20_RefFinal_et in the Muon stream
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Figure C.2.: Turn-on curves for EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu with MET_-
RefFinal_et on the x-axis in the JetTauEtmiss (orange), Muon (green) and Egamma
(purple) stream. Since there are no muons used for computing Emiss

T at EF Level but
still for MET_RefFinal_et, the curve for the Muon stream shows a weird behaviour for
low x-values.
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Figure C.3.: Turn-on curve for EF_j75_a4tc_EFFS_xe45_loose_noMu with MET_-
Simplified20_RefFinal_et. The events with ε>0% for Emiss

T <20 GeV vanish when re-
quiring a leading electron which is identified with medium quality.
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